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Getting Ready for Spring
will probably mean the
selection of a

New Suit or
‘Top Coat
The latest Spring Styles are
ready for you here in
recent arrivals of

Smart

Clothes

Willner Bros. & Co.
. D. ETTLINGE

4th and Main Sie

U. B. Building

DR. FF. S: KELLER: ...
Dentist
4-5-6 Lyric Theatre Building
Bell Phone, Main 989

Home Phone 13617

Class or Private Instructions

We Teach you to Dance in a
Few Lessons

Mrs. M. B. Barnes
Studio of Dancing
BELL PHONE MAIN 3602
138 South Main Street, Entrance Lyceum Theatre Lobby

Office Phone—Main 6050

Residence Phone—Main 7701

DR. O. B. KNEISLY
Dental Surgeon

1107 CONOVER BUILDING
ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
Tuesday and Friday 11-12 a. m.

Oo. S. & S. O. HOME, XENIA, OHIO
Monday and Thursday, 9 a. m.-5 p. m.

“MAIN OFFICE—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 8:30-11 a. m.—1-5 p. m.
Sunday, 9:30-11:30 a. m.

Judge Budroe says:
“SOME FELLOWS GET THEIR HATS AT
BARBER SHOPS AND RESTAURANTS,

Get Yours at CODY’S”
5-7 Arcade

TWO STORES
DAYTON, OHIO

35 West Fifth Street

The Cappel Furniture Co.
HOME FURNISHINGS

Furniture
Carpets, Stoves, Linoleum
Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a

greater degree of exclusive designs, will do well to inspect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on display at prices lower than others dare to ask.
Largest in Ohio—Pioneer Credit House
South of Old Post-office

“The Wayne”

215-221 South Main St.

121-123-125 East Fifth St.

Complimentary

Just say—‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers

‘Truthfulness
TANDING on the firm foundation of truth we have built
up in this city a Bank that is second ©

to none in safeness, sound principles
and business acumen.
On this basis we solicit your account, large or small, and assure
you we can help you.

he Dayton Savings & Trust Co.
25 N. Main Street—Next to Courthouse

DAYTON, OHIO
NORTH DAYTON BRANCH, 103 Valley Street

The Ohio Cooper Agency Co.

Lyceum

W.A. Hoskin, Pres. and Mgr.

Confectionery

insurance

HOME MADE CANDIES
AND ICE CREAM

501-7 Dayton Savings & Trust Co.

You Miss so Much in Life unless
You Use the Newest and Best

Machinery and
Tools
Since 1881 we have been Dayton’s
Leading Tool House

The Patterson
Tool & Supply Co.
123-125 East Third Street

140 South Main Street
DAYTON, OHIO

Buckeye
Barbers Supply Co.
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops,
Hair Tonic, Toilet Waters, Perfumes,
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,
Combs, Etc.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

No. 214 East Third Street
Opp. Public Library

Just say—“‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers

Utilizing Nature’s Power
eye

.

BLECTRICAL energy generated by water power has
grown to be one of our greatest natural resources—
and we have only begun to reach its possibilities. It
mines and refines our ores, turns the wheels ofindustry,
drives our street cars and lights our cities and towns.
The power obtained from Nature saves many million

tons of coal every year.
At first the field of its utilization waslimited by the
A casting for one of the huge
water-wheeldriven generators
installed in the
Mississippi
River Power Company’s plap*
at
Keokuk. This installation
will ultimately consist of thirty

distance electricity could be transported,
But soon
research and engineering skill pointed the way to larger

and better electrical apparatus necessary for highvoltage transmission.
Then ingenious devices were
invented to insure protection against lightning, short-

ese machines, giving @

circuits, etc., which cause damage and interrupt the

development in the world. The
ne!
ectric _Company

wires begins to appear, carrying the magic power.
The General Electric Company, with its many years’

from 37'4 to 32,500 kilowatts

experience, has played a great part in hydro-electric
development. By successfully co-ordinating the inven-

of

total capacity of 216,000 kilowatts (300,000 horse-power).
It is the largest hydro-electric

builds
wheel

generators for waterdrive in sizes ranging

and the aggregate capacity of
G-E units. now in successful
operation is in excess of four
million horse -power,

service.

And now all over the country a network of

tive genius of the company and its engineering and

manufacturing abilities,ithas accomplished some ofthe
greatest achievements in the production and applica-

tion of electrical energy.
The old mill wheel of yesterday has gone. Today the
forces of immense volumesof water are harnessed and
sent miles away to: suppiy the needs of industry and

business and the comforts of the home.

l@Electric
Genera
Company Signe =
General Office
Schenectady,
NY.
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A Walk in the Country
NVITING and sunny stretched the winding, country road up
and down hills in a leisurely manner.

It was a beguiling road

for a bland spring day, with violets peeping at the roadside
through the greening grass, while from the branches of the
budding trees was heard the robin’s song. Here was no need for
hurry like that of the city. The houses had the quiet air which comes
from leisure well employed. Old-fashioned, prim, they blinked friendly, white-curtained windows at you, and large yards spoke of little
feet that played there and of children’s happy voices. It brought his
own childhood to Clarence Harris with remorse, as he sauntered

along the road and seemed to hear voices calling—those of his chums
of long ago. Was it also his mother’s voice that he heard?
Just after Harris had passed a large red brick house, and was
walking along the orchard, he was startled by the bark of a shepherd
dog, that ran at his side ready to bea friend.
“Why old fellow,” stooping as he stroked his bushy head, “you’re
a nice chap, that’s what you are!

You like me, don’t you? You don’t

think I am a rascal, do you? No sir!”
“And who does think so?” put in a blushing girl leaning on the
fence, who had been unnoticed.

Pleasantly surprised he glanced at her. “I beg your pardon,”
he said. “I hope I’m not intruding if I rest awhile on the bank here?
I have walked a good way, and this is such a pleasant place to rest.”
The girl laughed at his confusion. “You may come to the house
and rest,” she responded. “I’m only a visitor myself, but I know my
aunt wouldn’t mind, for she might be out any moment and ask you
herself.”
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“No, thank you.

I think it is nice here.

Did you say that you

didn’t live hére ?”

“That’s what I said,” she answered very quickly. “I live in
Eaton. Three weeks ago I sprained my wrist—see.’’ She held up
her bandaged arm, “that’s why I’m here having an enforced vacation.”
“Mighty fine place to have it,” was the hearty comment.
“T think so myself, that is the reason I came out here,” she
agreed. “Why don’t you take a vacation if you think it’s so grand?”

came the query. “You’ve got plenty of money—you could take a
month off any time you wanted to.”
Clarence gave her a puzzled look. “How do you know,” he asked.
“Oh, I know,” was the reply. “You’re Mister Harris. I’ve seen
you often at the Hamilton Company. I’m a bookkeeper there. Don’t
you do business with them?—and I used to see you at church, too.—
Not lately, though. Don’t you go any more?” Although she smiled,
she blushed perceptibly, as though the impropriety of her question
struck her for the first time.
f

Clarence laughed, but reddened slightly. “Sometimes,” he answered easily. “So you’ve seen me at the Hamilton Company. Yes,”
he added, “I’ve done considerable business with them.”

“Rotten lot,” the girl interrupted briefly.
“Wha-at? didn’t you say you worked there.”

“Goodness, you needn’t look so surprised.
well as I do.

Don’t you know it as

I do work there but it’s my first job and I intend get-

ting something better.” The blood rose half-defiantly in the girl’s
cheeks. “He’s the kind of a Catholic that makes me tired. Of course
he really isn’t a Catholic, but he calls himself one.”
“Gee! you’re a fiery little Catholic, but I don’t think that people
should be so quick to judge,” was all he said.

Suddenly he grew

very tired of the place, the day, and the girl.
“Tm not judging. Everybody knows what he is.
question of right and wrong.”
:
There was no answer.

It’s only a

The girl glanced at the man below her,

who was staring into the distance with a strained look. All the distracting sweetness of an April day was spread about them. In the
far off, hills rose one above the other; farmhouses dotted the peace-

ful vale; the mournful low of a cow, the merry cackling of hens was
heard in the barnyard. It was all very lovely, very peaceful indeed,
but the man did not see nor feel it. He was out of tune with the life
about him. He sighed and his‘face darkened under troubled thoughts.
It wasn’t always as easy as the girl thought to tell right from wrong,
and follow your convictions. Why couldn’t he do like so many others,
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follow the path of least resistance.

Pshaw!

568 TS
He hadn’t done any-

thing wrong, he was trying to tell his conscience, but he knew that
lately he had no rest.
|
ae
He left the city this morning to go home where he spent his

light-hearted boyhood days; to seek the peace of mind that was his
in those far-off days. And what had happened? The disturbing
thoughts had followed him, and the lips of this girl, all unaware of

the sting of her words, had exasperated it all.

What would he not

give to be as innocent and carefree as she.
“Why don’t you go and tell Father Compton all about it?’

The

girl had been eyeing him meditatively as he came out of his unhappy
dream with a jerk.
“Wha-at do you mean,” he gasped.

“Why,—what you have been brooding about. I know how people act when they are off-color.”
“That’s the word “off-color,” he an cette: “Right or
wrong, take your choice!—I’ll take mine.”
The girl shrank back startled.
“Don’t be frightened,” he reassured her. “I was only taking a
rather delayed resolution.” He leaned toward her with a mischievous
smile. “Can you guess what it is?”

“How do I know what resolutions you need.”
Harris shifted himself into a more comfortable position.

“I'll

tell you a story,” he said, smiling. He began, “Once there was a
young man that lived with his father and mother in a pleasant country home; but he was dissatisfied; he was tired of farm life; he was

going to the city to make his fortune and live where all wealthy, important people lived.

So he left with good intent.

In the city he

found many others with high ideals like himself, all seeking the same
thing. However, he found it rather up-hill work at first. Then came
new acquaintances that were not the most upright and beneficial, and
chances that he was not quite sure of, but he tried to convince himself that they were all right, that he was only a country boy, oldfashioned probably, and that he had a right to follow other people
who were well known, and apparently respected. Why should he
set up his penny standards against theirs?

“Then he began to succeed by degrees, but losing all the good
morals taught by his fond mother; finally he began to stay away
from church, and thus worried along until one day he decided to go
home, and forget his torments of mind.

“From the nearest railway station he had four miles to walk.
Presuming that it would be very pleasant recalling his younger days,
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when heblithely travelled this very road,
hestartedout. And here
he met a fairy—”

“A fairy!’ ‘The exclamation
wasinvoluntary.
“Don’t interrupt; yes, I said a fairy with one hand tied up.

But

at that, with only one hand, she beat this able-bodied young man,—
beat him until he was sore.”
“Why, Mr. Harris, I’m not a fairy. I’m Marie Blake, and I

d—didn’t mean anything.”
Mr. Harris laughedat the girl’s discomfiture,
and he picked up
his hat. “So, Miss Blake is your name. That sounds familiar, I do
remember Mr. Hamilton speaking about you; nevertheless you sure
are a fairy to me. You have done more for me than you apprehend,
and I find myself at a loss how to express my gratefulness to you.”
“T am glad,—I mean,” she stoppedin confusion, “—Really I’m
sorry, but I didn’t know.”
“T understand.” He reached out and took her uninjured handin

his. There was a wonderfully softened, wonderfully kind look in his
eyes. “Thank you my good little fairy, the next time you see me at
the Hamilton Company I want to see you,” was all he said.

But

she understood.
A few minutes later as the road led him through a cool, shady
woods, he heard the voices of birds fall and rise on the silence, un-

broken but for the murmuring brook, and he saw its banks dotted
with wild flowers that perfumed the air. How wonderful it all
seemed now, since he had taken his new resolution. His soul was in

perfect harmony with all the world around him.
A. ©, CHOLLEY.
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Are We a Christian Nation?
[=]
UR nation prides itself in having been the first to conceive
the policy of complete religious toleration—a policy that

carries with it much good, as is evidenced by the fact that
our history does not recount a single religious war.

This

appeals to us as a happy record indeed, when we recall that the European nations throughout two and a half centuries following the
Protestant Revolution of the sixteenth century, intermittently ex-

hausted themselves in bloody internal strife because of a clashing of
creeds in affairs of state. Hence we pronounce our religious toleration a pre-eminent good, and rest satisfied that it is making for our
prosperity.

But have you ever stepped up close to this “pre-eminent” good
-and walked around it to see both sides? Have you ever fully grasped
the dire portent of the other side, the side we are inclined to overlook, because the blight of its shadow does not grow by days or by

years, but by generations, and each generation, for the most part, becomes unconsciously reconciled to its particular stage of development? ‘The existence of this blight is wholly unnecessary, but it
does exist, advancing with each generation and insiduously infusing
its poison into our national life, because our nation insists that, in its
schools, the correct interpretation of religious toleration is a godless
education. Consequently we have this concomitant evil, this national
blight of godlessness—tacit or proféssed atheism.
My friends, this is no talk of a religious nature.. It has to do
with our national welfare and is an attempt to disclose the fact that,
in distorting religious toleration into a godless rearing of its people,
our nation is sowing a bitter harvest. By so doing, it cannot hope

for a healthy and a stable nation; no more than the man who sows
grass seed can hope for oaks to grow. Common sense tells us that
if a man is to do the right thing all the time, or even a part of the

time, he must have moral strength. The basis of moral strength is
that voice in every human being that exhorts him to obey the tenets
that are the foundation of Christian civilization, and that make for the
best of good citizenship. But moral strength cannot exist where that
innate voice is left to perish, and our national system of education
Ss

Awarded first prize in the eighth annual contest for the Dr. D. G. Reilly
Oratory Prizes.
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allows it to perish when it leaves the correct development of this

God-given conscience to other hands, which in most cases are never
reached. Not only is the development neglected, but a narcotic influence is allowed to deaden the effect of the voice. This narcotic
influence lies in our public schools conveying the idea that a law is a

law, solely because our legislators have enacted it, and that a crime
is a crime, wholly because it is contrary to-the conventional ethics
of society. Do you see, in this definition, how law loses while crime

gains in strength? Law loses, because when the basic God-given
laws are reduced to the level of man-made laws, they will be obeyed
as such; they will be obeyed much the same as is the sign that says:
“No trespassing.”

One usually trespasses unless someone is near to

substantially remind him of the sign. On the other hand, crime gains,
because when it is merely rated as an offense against society, instead
of being denounced as a sin against a Divinity,—selfishness and
secrecy usually win the day for crime.

But where is the justification for this criticism?

Where does

this godlessness, this unhealthiness, rear its head so high as to evoke
rebuke? Well, if we were to know it only as a tendency it ought to
be stamped down, because every big movement creeps for a long
time before it rears up asa full realization. Sixty years ago prohibition was in an embryonic state. What is it today, my friends? Woman suffrage was jeered at seventy-five years ago as ridiculous and
impossible. Is it that today? And so with every big movement that

is left to work its way through the generations.

Our godless ten-

dency has been creeping along for more than a century and in our
day it is more than a tendency, it is an ugly realization, not a sweep-

ing realization, but a treacherous understrata, which, if allowed to
continue in our national life, will some day slip and bring our nation

tumbling about our ears. Its manifestations are all about us, but the
more godless a people become, the less apt are they to look at things
from a God-fearing viewpoint and see the atheistic undercurrent. But
let us do that. Let us look at things from a religious viewpoint and
see what a different color they take on, and how quickly they suggest

their positive cure.
We all agree that the biggest canker in our nation today is the
attempt to put Karl Marx’s philosophy into action, by the Socialists,

Bolshevists, I. W. W. ists, and other flaunters of the red flag. What
are they out for primarily?

‘They are out to abolish God, and do not

quibble in asserting it. And why? Because what they are for, God
is against. And yet, we have a Socialist press in this country supported by ten million readers. Think of that! One-tenth of our
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population leaning toward an openly expressed atheism. Do you not
think that many of these potential if not actual trouble-makers would
have remained loyal to our government and the things for which it

stands, if the knowledge of God and of the moral code had been a part
of their education?
We call this an age of materialism and lament the absence of
true charity, or, to use its materialistic name, social service.

It is

characteristic of the spirit of the times to take all one can get regardless of the cost to the other fellow. Thousands of lecturers and tons
of printed matter rail at our corrupt politics, our civic unrest, crime
waves, race suicide, cold-blooded business methods, profiteering, at
the mass of misery at the bottom of society, but what good does it
do? It takes a wide-awake conscience to respond to reprimand, and

in our national institutions of education, conscience gets a sleeping
potion that lasts a life time. Materialism diverts ambition into honorless channels, because public opinion grades a man by the number
of ciphers back of his name. Money evokes admiration, and poverty,
contempt. Rarely is the worth of a man estimated by his accom-

plishments and morality.

Hence men are led to seek wealth, even

at the expense of their morality, while the noble things in life go

begging, and life becomes less worth living.
Socialism and materialism are major manifestations of our godlessness. Its minor manifestations are no less hideous, but their true

significance is overlooked unless one has our viewpoint.

For in-

stance, one of the large eastern papers, in commenting editorially on

Mr. Rockefeller’s gift of one hundred million dollars
to science and
education, remarked: ‘“Man’s greatest interest in life is how to prolong it.” Think of that! Man has no higher interest on this earth,
than to prolong life. What a beautiful thought. Doubtlessly it came
from a mind ennobled by a godless education.
Another example in point is a knowledge test that appeared in

one of our widely read magazines. Among questions intended to
explore the extent of a man’s learning, appeared this one: ‘‘Name six
of the ten commandments.”

Now then, if one answered all the other

questions correctly and named six of the ten commandments, he
would be rated, according to this test, as a man of extraordinary

learning. Well, true enough, that would be extraordinary learning—
for anyone who cannot count higher than six.

Here is a crying ex-

ample of how our people are forgetting that our nation owes its continuance, not to the first six, nor to the last six, nor to any six, but to
every one of the ten commandments.

The ten commandments are
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the most dependable police force of any nation, because they make
every man his own policeman.
Let us consider the home life of the nation, because homes, not

boarding houses and hotels, are the true nation. We'll agree on the
basis of ordinary logic that there is endurance in the nation that has
a deep-rooted, thriving home-life.

What then have we to say for our

nation, wherein one in every twelve marriages ends in a divorce
court; wherein the tendency is to remain merely husband and wife,
instead of becoming father and mother, so that the wife, by being a
school-teacher, a clerk, or a stenographer can help to pay the cost of
high living?

A little outside opinion is always welcome in a discussion of this
kind, because one may be inclined to think that the situation has been
distorted to fit into the viewpoint. Recently the Japanese government sent a special commission to this country to investigate the
effect of Christianity on the lives of our people. Remembering that
the Japanese are acutely perceptive and rarely miss grasping the true
state of affairs, much significance can be attached to the report of this
commission, which was:

“There is little evidence that the Christian

religion is regarded as important by most of the American people.”
There we have it from the mouth of another. You see that our conclusions are not vague, far-fetched, or imaginary, but fact, grim,

menacing fact. Anyone who takes life and its purposes seriously can
see that our nation is suffering from a religious and a moral evil. It
is like a great tree that is diseased. It is afflicted with the noxious
vermin of Socialism, it is drooping with materialism and it is decaying at the heart because of a degraded domesticity.

These evils are

sufficiently in evidence to bring forth legislation to spray and trim
the branches, and to build a fence around the tree, but none reaches

to the seat of the trouble—the roots—the godless education. There
is the source of the evil. We call ourselves a Christian nation. Then
let our nation tell its people something about Christianity and the
real value of life instead of training them to engage in a materialistic

farce.

We don’t need to have heathenism in order to have religious

toleration.

Moral law exists for all, and, in every school, instruction

in it should be given precedence over everything else.

Our nation of

tomorrow will be healthy and truly prosperous only in proportion as

it leans toward God and Christianity.

Every citizen of tomorrow

will contribute to healthiness of state only in proportion as he is

guided in the laws. of good citizenship, every one of which has its
source and strength in God.
RO. J. KITSTEINER.
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Art’s Folly
LL

HAT’S the matter pard? Ain’t you feeling well?” inquired Shafer, as he knocked the ashes from his pipe.

“Sure, Ben!” said Art Brown, coming out of a deep
study.
“You haven’t heard a word that I have been telling you—”
“Yes, I have Ben, you were speaking about that muskrat that
you saw down on the shore of Lac du Chien and the small pile of
clam shells of the bank—”
“There, I told you,’ exclaimed the New Englander, “that was

about ten minutes ago, Art. I was just now telling you how I landed
that big pike this morning—, ‘smatter pard, you’re not feeling sick
are you?”
Brown merely shook his head but in his brown eyes there was a

far-away look and then he began to speak slowly. “I was just thinking—Ben, are you sure the muskrat was eating those clams?”
“Sure,” replied Shafer, “as I was standing by the pine, he tried
’

two or three but they were too hard for his teeth. Then he got one
that had a softer shell and licked it clean. Why?”

“Nothing—just thinking,” answered Art dreamily, “say, pard, I
am sure glad the winter is over! In three weeks we take our furs
to the post, eh?

I’ve a big notion to take a vacation, Ben.”

“Homesick,” Shafer’s eyes narrowed in puzzled appraisal of his
partner.

“No—just thinking.”
From that moment on Ben’s thoughts were decidedly unpleasant.
The two young Americans had come to Canada that winter to
trap. They had come into the half-breed territory and this filled the
half-breeds with resentment for they regarded the Americans as intruders. A number of them were still hostile to the boys from the
States; but Brown’s courage and quick wit had pulled them through

the few dangers safely.
Ben pondered deep over Art’s absent-mindedness, for he knew
well how the Northern wilderness had preyed on the brains of men.

Yet surely—
“Ben!” spoke Art, suddenly breaking the silence, “has Lac du
Chien a mud bottom?”
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Shafer stared.
“T don’t know,” replied Ben bewildered, “but I think Major Fredericks said it had. Why?

“Nothing—just thinking, wondered how it could hold clams all
winter.”

Shafer became puzzled the more, he did not think that the lonely
months had effected the strong, ever-efficient, cheerful Brown.
“You know those cliffs at the west side of the lake, Ben?
they limestone or granite?”

Are

“They are limestone, what’s the matter anyhow?”
“Nothing—just thinking about the muskrat and clam-shells.”
These answers became a great weight on Ben’s mind and it was
bearing down all the confidence he had in his pard. It convinced him
that there was something amiss with Arthur Brown.
The next morning Ben rolled out of his bunk with a feeling that
there was something decidedly wrong. He looked around the shack
and his partner’s empty bunk was the first thing he noticed. There
was no sign of Brown in evidence.
“Gee!” muttered Ben as he looked towards the stove, “fire ain’t
started, grubs not broke out—huh! wonder where Art is?” He went

to the door and peered down towards the river but Brown was not
to be seen. He turned towards the trees that guarded the spring and
shouted. “Art! Ho! Art!” but he got no more than an echo for

answer.
Ben stepped back from the door and examined things: the axe
was in its accustomed place by the wood box, so Art wasn’t after
wood. His rifle was on its rack on the east wall therefore he wasn’t
out after meat for dinner.
“Kinda’ funny,” muttered Ben to himself. “I never knew him
to run off like this before. Ah!’ His glance had fallen on a small
white piece of wrapping paper that was on the table. Like a flash
he snatched it up. As he read it his jaw dropped in amazement.

“Ben:

Have gone to Lac du Chien.

Clam fishing.

Make big money.

Will be gone for a week.

Be good.”—Art.

Ben sat down on the edge of his bunk and tried to get the
“straight” of Art’s note. “Clam fishing,” “Make big money.” How?
Then it came to Ben that his pard had lost his mind.

Ben’s lips

twitched and as he got up from the bunk he brushed one hand swiftly
across his eyes.

He must act immediately for his partner was “queer” and had
gone into the Indian country—right into the hands of his enemy,
Totem Jean, who hated him. The latter had opposed Brown's en-
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try into the country and had tried once before to murder him. ‘The
half-breed would not hesitate to take advantage of Brown’s mental
condition and revenge himself.
Ben knew that he must get to Lac du Chien at once before the
Indian discovered that Art was camped on the lake.

He threw his pack together and some canned goods. He rushed
down to the n ver intending to use the canoe. Possibly he could overtake his friend. But when he reached the landing he stood motion-

less, the pack slipped out of his hand, unnoticed, to the ground, his
whole figure became lax. The canoe was gone.
“Thirty miles to Lac du Chien,” Ben reflected, “and Art will
land there this evening and he’s a-going straight into that Indian’s
hands. No gun nor nothing—just the canoe. Clam fishing—huh!
The Indians won’t even eat them.”
He realized that he could not overtake his partner now and if

that half-breed found the young American before he got there—if he
had—Ben’s lean jaw snapped shut and his right hand dropped down
to and rested on the butt of a forty-five.

On the evening of the day that’ Ben found himself deserted,
Totem Jean was down on Lac du Chien. He had just mended his
canoe that had been damaged and was trying out the patch. He was

swinging its nose around towards the tribal camp when he noticed a
camp-fire off to the right. A lonely camp-fire on Lac du Chien was
enough to arouse Totem’s curiosity so he paddled over towards it.

iNeeping well out of the circle of light that the fire threw upon the
water, he landed a few hundred feet below the camp.

He was there

not to be seen or heard for he knew not who the camper might be and
therefore caution was the best thing under the circumstances.
He beached his canoe and then turned and walked about fifty

feet. There he found a path which he followed to within a few yards
of the fire. At first he could not see anyone but a few minutes of
waiting brought its reward. He saw a figure rise from the beach
and come into the circle of light and pick up a pack. At the’sight of

his enemy the Cree’s hand went like a flash to his belt where it rested
on the hilt of a hunting knife. He drew it from its scabbard and
glanced at it, then made a few quick steps towards the fire, but
stopped as suddenly as he had started. Fear became his master and

he turned and retraced his steps; then he began to wonder what the
young American was doing here and he decided to go back and wait.
He wormed his way slowly through the thicket until he was but
a few yards away from Brown. The young American was seated on
the bank in the firelight, pawing over a pile of clamshells. The keen
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eye of Totem saw that the shells had beeri left by a muskrat, therefore they must be empty. Brown was searching through the pile as
if seeking something, then after he had put them all to one side he

got down on his knees and searched where the pile had been.

After

a few seconds of searching he jumped to his feet holding aloft a

sinall pebble.
The Indian stood motionless, he could not fathom this white

man’s action.

Empty clamshells and white pebbles.

Why?

After carefully placing the pebble in his wallet, Art began opening the clams which he had caught after making camp. After each
one was open he felt around on the inside and then threw the whole
thing into the lake.

- Totem Jean began to unravel the mystery.

The young Ameri-

can was not eating the clams, he was simply playing with pretty

shells and pebbles. That meant that his enemy was, “Touched by
the Great Spirit.”
“Mebbe so time for to get even,’ muttered the Indian to himself as he retreated back to his canoe and then back to camp.

After tramping all day Ben found himself on the shores of Lac
du Chien which was reflecting the last rays of the dying sun. Tired
though he was his love for nature made him forget all else; before

him was a scene which if reproduced on canvas would be a monument
for the painter and the master-piece of the ages.
The setting sun had blazed a track of glory across the silvery
ripples which rolled with beautiful rhythm upon the shore at Ben's
feet and the sombre pines that trailed their sentinel rounds about the
lake, each stood armored in a suit of burnished gold.
It was a glorious sight to behold. Ben had spent the winter in
the bleak, dreary, snowbound North, and the scene before him brought

back memories of home.

He could almost see his beautiful, massive,

colonial home rise out of the ground at the far side of the lake and
whilst the lake grew smaller and became the small pool in their lawn.
The sun dropped behind a neighboring hill and the hush of twilight merged into the deep dark of night before Ben became sensible

of his surroundings; the scene before him and his: memories had
gripped him with a grip of steel, yet that grip was as gentle as the
soothing touch of a mother’s hand on the feverish brow of her child.
He realized that he had tarried too long and could not reach Art
that night; it would be sheer folly to try and cross the wet muskegs
in the dark, for a single misstep would mean death and that would
leave his unfortunate partner alone to the Indian’s revenge. The

growing darkness brought out in clearer relief a small camp-fire

,
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twinkling from among the trees on the further shore.

vg

He was sure

that Art would be safe until morning and prepared his camp for

the night.
Early the next morning he set out once more and as he could not
go through the wet muskeg he must needs go around it.

Two hours

of tramping brought him within a stone’s throw of Art’s camp, but
it seemed to be deserted.

He was about to yell a greeting when he

caught sight of a motionless figure half hidden by the brush.
“Huh!
is up to?”

The skunk,” he muttered to himself, “I wonder what he

Noiselessly circling the camp, and keeping under cover Ben
approached the shore and spied Art in his canoe far out on the lake.

Then he settled down to observe the Indian. The latter had hurried
down to the edge of the lake with a bundle and dropped its contents

on the shore,—they were clamshells.

‘Totem Jean straightened up

and busied himself about a tall, slender spruce tree and then went

back to his hiding place.
Art turned his canoe towards the shore having caught enough
clams for a few hours’ work. After landing he began to dump out

his catch. Beaching his canoe he perceived the heap of shells that
the Indian had placed on the shore. ““That’s queer,” he muttered
staring, “I didn’t notice them there last night. I must have been. too
excited.

I guess I’ll take a look at them.”

He stepped forward eagerly, and dropped to his knees, plunging
both hands into the pile of shells, with a little cry of excitement.
Then the Indian’s arm moved swiftly and the tall, springy sappling
that had been bent over leaped, suddenly, into the air with a “swish!”
Art jumped back but too late, the hidden noose fastened itself tightly
over his wrists and he was swung into the air where he dangled three
feet from the ground.
No sooner had Art left the ground than ‘Totem Jean leaped out
of his hiding place with a cry of delight.
“Now you fool boy,” he cried, shaking both his fists. “Huh!
Mebbe so you be crazy? Mebbe so you caught like a lynx? Mebbe
so——”
Ben’s fist had struck the Indian a blow and stopped the great

speech that the latter was making to Art. The Indian was on his
feet in a flash and with knife in hand he began to slash about at Ben.
He dodged all the thrusts and when Totem was off his guard landed
a blow on that cruel, brown face that knocked’the Indian to the

ground unconscious.
Ben stepped over to Art and cut him loose.
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“Poor ol’ Art,” he said still panting from his exertions. “You
ain’t hurt?”
“Not a bit, Ben. But say how did you happen to be here?”
Ben stared at his partner and blurted out the truth: “Why I
came out to get you. Now you come home with me pard.”
It was Art’s turn to stare. “What do you mean?” he asked.
“Now don’t you worry about that Art, ol’ top. You know I’m
your friend. We’re going to paddle home right away and you can
have all those pretty shells you want.”
“Say, Ben, what is the matter? What do you mean by talking
that way? You’re not sick, are you?”

“No but you are,” replied Ben, checking a sob in his throat. “Oh,
Lordy, I wish it had been me instead of you. Now, come along, ol’
fellow. We'll take your pretty clams with us and you can play with
them all you want
=

Say, Ben! what’s up

ca

ea

exclaimed Art, “I do believe you think

I am crazy.”

“Of course you’re not crazy,” replied Ben soothingly, “I never
said you were at all.

I guess most anyone would like to play with

those pretty shells. You expect to sell ’em at the post, eh?”
He turned Art around and was leading him towards the canoe.
Art whirled and turned towards Ben with a smile.
“Why—, Ben, did you really think that I had gone out of my
head ?”
“That is all right, pard,” replied Ben, “come on home now.
can have your pretty shells and
ss
“Cut it out, Ben!

You

Say, you do think that I am crazy, don’t you?

Well, let me show you something besides clamshells and limestone.
Also let me explain won’t you, Ben?”
And with that he took Ben by the shoulders and forced him to sit
down on a log.

After seating himself he explained what he meant

by “Clam fishing,” and “Make big money,” also he showed him the
four white pearls which he had found in the clams that the Indian
had taken for white pebbles. Ben got up and put his hand out towards Art who took it.
“Please, forgive me Art?” asked Ben.
“Huh!” grunted Art, “let’s open those clams I brought in, Ben.”

Q. A. GUENTHER.
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| Brannegan’s Preternatural Judgment |
[=
T had been a big day for “Three-Finger” Brannegan. Four unsuspecting strangers had fallen victims to the cunning ability.
of the most clever cut-purse that had ever worked Fifth Avenue, and as a result Brannegan’s capital had increased by more

than a hundred dollars.
;
While the crippled hand nervously guarded the pilfered mammon, the keen eyes of the crook searched the human sea before him
in the hope that one more fish might be added to the day’s catch.

Brannegan prided himself on never having failed to size up his man
properly at first sight. He possessed a remarkable ability of estimating a man’s purse and caliber by nothing more than his appearance and bearing.
As he gazed about him, his attention was suddenly fixed upon
a rather queer-looking person, who stood a few feet ahead of him,
open-mouthedly gazing at a splendid shop-window. It did not re-

quire the keen sense of Brannegan to see that the man was a product
of the rural district and that he should be a promising possibility.
He approached the man, greeted him familiarly with a slap on the
back, and introduced himself with, “Well, well, if it isn’t my old
friend—how are all the old folks back home?”
The stranger turned and gazed surprisedly into the face of the
confidence man. ‘There was no sign of recognition or of suspicion

on the part of the victim.
“T don’t know as to how I recollect as havin’ seen you before.”
“You don’t mean to tell me that you have forgotten me already?
Why don’t you remember the fellow who used to visit the village

store every few months, and stock up old Farmer Burns!”
“Farmer Burns!— there ain’t no Farmer Burns in Woodville.

Ed Lyons runs the store down home.”
“To be sure. Come to think about it Farmer Burns lives in
Parkton. It’s pretty hard to remember the names of all the towns I
cover.

I get over so many of them.

in Woodville.

Sure, Ed does run the store

I remember seeing you in there, and recognized you

as soon as I saw you.”

“So you are the fella that used to come into Ed’s from the city?
I oughta knowed you when I first seen you.”
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As Brannegan now had all the necessary information he continued. “I suppose you are paying our little city a visit? Well, you
want to be careful with your money, for this place is crowded with

crooks that are just waiting for a chance to get away with other
people’s hard-earned coin.”
“Don’t you ever think that they will get away with Hez Tonker’s spondulics. They ain’t none of these city chaps can slip anything over on me. I guess they’d have a pretty hard time a gettin’
it too, cause I put ’em all in my boot soon as I got off the train.”

Now this was just the information that Brannegan wanted, and
he was nota little disappointed that he would have to work upon
this stranger a little longer than he did on his previous victims. He
had never in his long career of crookedness resorted to force, for
this, he reasoned was the surest way of making the acquaintance of
the warden and his assistants of the penitentiary.
That the rural visitor was well supplied with money, he had no

doubt, for the former still carried his carpet bag with him and had
evidently had no chance to dispose of any of his savings. But the
question of how to get the money, rather worried him, so he resorted to the old ruse of offering to share his lodgings with the
stranger.

“Have you secured your rooms for the night?”
“I just got in, and ain’t had no time to git none yet. Do you know
of any around here?”

“Why, Pll tell you. Come over and share my room with me.”
With the money in the farmer’s boot the only plausible way of
getting it was to separate the boot from the owner for a little while.
“It’s only a couple of blocks from here, and we can go over there
now, and give you a chance to rest a bit after the ride. What do you
say?”

“Well, I guess I ain’t goin’ to refuse the kindness of a friend,
so I'll go right with you. I feel rather sleepy at that. I got plenty
of time to see the city, the next couple days as I ain’t going back to

Woodville till I’ve got my head full of stuff to tell the folks at home.”
The two men strolled down Clay Street until they came to the
Garnet Hotel, where Brannegan was well known, and respected as

a “smooth” pickpocket and “con” man.

After an early supper they

were shown to their room. Brannegan soon signified his intention
of “hitting the hay for a good night’s sleep,” and proceeded to put

his intention into execution.

He was followed shortly after by the

stranger.

The “con” man waited quietly until the healthy snores of his
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companion assured him that it was time for the work in hand. Creeping cautiously from the bed, he felt his way to the chair, on which
had been left the shoes of his unsuspecting victim.

The crippled hand searched one shoe and then the other, but,
the anticipated roll of bills was not there.

He then went swiftly but

carefully through the clothes of the sleeper. But the net results of
the search was only five dollars and sixty cents.
The pickpocket cursed himself over and over again for wasting
his time on such a “cheap skate.” Disgusted with himself he decided
to get at least a good night’s sleep and then rise before his companion, leaving the latter to pay the hotel bill.
When he awoke early the next morning his bed-fellow was snoring loudly at his side. He arose, dressed hurriedly, and cursing his
luck again went down to the office and remarked to the clerk that his
friend would pay the bill for the room.

He then walked several blocks to his favorite restaurant where
he hoped to forget in a good breakfast the failure of his latest effort.
He did succeed presently in dismissing the unprofitable incident from
his mind and began to plan the ventures for the day.

When at the

end of his meal he took out his pocketbook he found it empty. Even
the five dollars and sixty cents were gone.

Nervously he searched

every pocket but the profits of the previous day had vanished.

He

hurried back to the hotel and rushed up to the room the two had

occupied.

The stranger had gone and the empty carpet bag lay on

the floor.

Brannegan’s preternatural judgment had for once left

him in the lurch.
EDWARD KEHOE.
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The March of Democracy

[a

(m]
little more than a century ago, there assembled in the city

of Philadelphia, the greatest collective genius and the
most august appearing body that was ever ordained to
grace the high tribunal of any nation. .They were not
distinguished noblemen. They were not diplomatists, trained in the
art of deception, nor were they the representatives of a wallowing
Aristocracy. “They were men born of the people and representative
of the people, they were men of iron will, with characters fashioned
after the trials and tribulations of the times. They met to dethrone
tyranny and despotic power, to enthrone righteousness and justice.
And armed with eternal truths, they were determined by the highest
motives that ever actuated man, to found and define anew, justice
and liberty.
With minds unprejudiced; with hearts open and free from deception and throbbing with a new breath of life; with souls filled with

pride in their accomplishment and with high hopes for the future,
these men, the Fathers of American Independence announced to the

world the Birth of Democracy.
Yet, the spirit that stimulated these men to action was deeper
seated than men are sometimes wont to suppose. Its ultimate source
lies far removed from that eventful occasion that resulted in the birth

of our country.

For the spirit that animated their souls was the in-

herited spirit and passion of humanity. It was this spirit of Justice
and Liberty, that, swelling in the breasts of Christians, enabled them
to suffer martyrdom. It was this spirit of Justice and this love for

Liberty maintained among the glens and bogs of northwestern
Europe, that has been so beautifully immortalized in the song of
Poet Bards. And my friends, it was finally this spirit that inured
the Pilgrims against privation and hardships and made them determined that at least among them the principle of Democracy would
prevail and forever be maintained. Thus we see that the signers of
that noble declaration were not the source of origination, but the

product of a spirit that is, and has always been ingrained deep in
the soul of the people.
Awarded second prize in the eighth annual contest for the Dr. D. G. Reilly
Oratory Prizes.
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What has been the résult of the application of this democratic
principle? ©
From the instant when the chimes of liberty sounded their. glad
tidings, from that moment progress and civilization have developed
and produced an hundred fold. Led by the light of democracy, man
has ascended from the valley of ignorance and the dismal shadows
of intolerance to a new environment of knowledge and power.

Freed from the chains of ancient wrong and from the principle
that power is wielded only by right of the divine, ambition and enterprise have been stimulated to accomplish the most wonderful victories. Unchecked, man has been able to rise to the full force of his
genius, and, with what result? That education has progressed at an
unprecedented pace. What other age is more notable for such col-

lections as have been produced by the hand of modern Art? Through
Art and Religion, man has been able to rise to a higher pinnacle of
glory; the baser instincts have been forced into subjection; and the

higher and nobler emotions and sentiments of the soul have been
given freer and wider expression.

Through Science he has ventured

upon voyages and has explored newer and vaster fields never before
dreamed of. The winds and the lightning, fire and water once the
dread enemies of men, have through the genius of humanity been conquered, leashed and made subservient to the will of man.

Isolation

once the mother of ignorance has been overcome, and the barriers,
misunderstanding and prejudice, that have so often resulted as a
consequence have been destroyed. All these accomplishments have
been made possible only through the principle of democracy. Such

has been the result of its application; such has been its progress and
development. Thus through its recognition have men been able to
accomplish the apparent absurdities and impossibilities of yesterday.

Yet the spirit of democracy has wrought victories not only in
the world of science and religion, it has served its purpose in creating
a new and grander civilization. Its magnetic influence has been felt
above all, in the governments. Slowly but steadily it has overturned
dynasties, crumbled empires and undermined the last resorts of the
kingly. Slowly but steadily it has been conquering and destroying
the power of despotism. And today its purpose is well nigh realized.
Napoleons, Caesars and Czars shall never again blight the happiness

of man for with the spread of democracy, the peoples of the world
are everywhere rapidly coming into their own. It is at last true that
liberty can be enjoyed without license, that justice can be exalted,

and that peoples can survive without oppression.

It is at last true

that brotherly love and mutuality can exist among peoples and
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nations. It is at last true that nations are beginning to discountenance and look upon war as an unnecessary evil, an inexpedient folly,
and a gross crime. They are beginning to realize that there is indeed
an over-abundance of suffering and calamity without adding to its

intensity by wholesale human destruction.

Through the principle

of democracy the law that made might right has been abolished.

Through it the right of peoples to exist af nationalities and to live ©
their own lives according to their own will has been conceded and
accepted as necessary, if the dream for world peace is to be realized.
And, through the principle of democracy a court of arbitration and

a league of nations has been established not to promote war, but by
alleviating the sufferings of humanity to discourage the thought of
war. Such has been the progress and development of the democratic spirit among governments; such has been the result of its application among political organizations.
But the spirit that had its birth in the hearts of Christians, the
spirit that stimulated to heroism the ancient Briton; the spirit that
animated the thin fringe of American colonies has not yet spent its
force. Through the travail of years there echo again the chimes of
liberty.

Again the principle of democracy is clamoring for recog-

nition. Again, it is about to shape anew the course of men.

But you

ask, has not the thirst for liberty and justice been satisfied?

Has

not the democratic principle successfully permeated the entire universe? Where else is its application desirable or even possible? From
the great conservative middle class of humanity there is wafted to us

the cry of a suffering people, a people exploited almost beyond human
endurance by a despotism more cruel and more ruthless than the
despotism of old. And I say that it is there in the field of industry,
between the forces of capital and labor that the last great confhict for

democracy shall be fought.
The problems that are clamoring for solution today are the result of industrial enterprise. And because such problems have arisen
among democratic peoples, public opinion is ready to denounce the

system and are asking for a return to the old monarchial despotism.
But my friends, the principle of democracy is not at fault. If the
power resulting from its acceptance has been exercised by a few
favorites, to exploit for their own selfish interests the economic free-

dom of the masses of humanity, it means that it is an evil, and as an
evil should be eradicated, and like the despotism of old, destroyed.
To this end the never-failing principle of democracy is working.

And, why should not this principle be recognized in the industrial
world? Why should not the spirit of brotherly love exist among the
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people of a nation as well as among nations? Are not the ties that
cement society greater and stronger than the ties that bind one
nation to another in mutual agreement? Are not their aims common?

Then why should the principle of justice and liberty be denied them?
If nations can combine to destroy the power of despots, why cannot
society combine to destroy the evil power that has been exploiting,
yea, is even today crushing and destroying individual freedom? My
friends, it is high time that we take heed and endeavor to avoid the

coming nemesis.

Before the war clouds of yesterday shall have dis-

appeared from earth we shall soon experience the blight of another
world catastrophe. For the spirit of democracy is invincible, it is

sweeping like a hurricane over the entire world. Yes, the principle
of democracy must and shall be recognized in all classes of society
as it has been recognized and applied in all countries and among all
nations.

How can this be accomplished? Surely and certainly not in any
panacea of socialism, radicalism or Bolshevism. As our fathers over
a century ago assembled in Independence Hall to denounce tyranny,
so must the representatives of labor and capital assemble around the
conference table to denounce the tyranny in our industries. Once
there, antagonism and prejudice will disappear and fade into oblivion.

‘They will begin to realize that they are not the monsters they had
pictured to each other, but that they are all human beings, with rich
red human blood coursing and pulsating through their veins, and with
many purposes and aims identical and common. Understanding, they
will sympathize and believe in one another. Understanding, they will
curse their past folly, and unite further for the freedom and protec-

tion and prosperity of all classes. Let us hope that from the industrial chaos of today there may arise tomorrow an organization resplendent as the greatest exemplification of justice and liberty. Let
us hope that from its ruins of today there may arise tomorrow an organization, so just in its legislation, and so powerful in its benefit to
humanity, that it will safeguard for all time Justice and Liberty.
Then my friends, the principle of Democracy shall have permeated

the entire Universe.
be realized.

‘Then the coming of a world Democracy shall

A league of nations will not then be necessary to enforce

peace, for peace as a consequence shall and will produce a league of
nations. Despotism shall end, conflicts and bloody strife shall cease.
War, and the relics of war shall be relegated to the dim past, for men

will be free. The nations of Europe, gazing across the broad expanse
of water, will behold America and casting their eyes to Heaven, they
will never cease to thank God that on these shores of America, were
i
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born such strong and noble hearts, such high-minded men, so de-

termined that among them the principle of Justice and Liberty should
be maintained.

Together the East and the West will vie with one

another in building and producing monuments of peace; together,
they shall embrace in bonds of mutuality; and, together, the millions

of the East and the millions of the West, chanting the song of the
prophet Bards, will return to Heaven the song that nineteen hundred
years ago the angels lisped to Earth:

“Peace on Earth, good will to

Men.”

R. J. KILLORAN.
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A Dog, A Will and A Maid.
5

| [m)

66

Y boy, do you realize what your yearly income is?

Don’t you know that that income would just about
keep my daughter in hats and shoes, let alone paying
for a home and the servants and everything? Don’t

you realize that it is quite impossible?”
Larry Foster was dejection personified. A shade of despair
marred that almost Grecian profile and a wan hopeless look came

into those restless sparkling eyes.
“But, Mr. Curdon we are so taken up with each other. Our love.
Oh!

It can never be described!

We are in heav—’

“Yes, my lad, I know. But you can’t eat love. And even you
must understand that it would be very hard for my daughter to get

along without all of the petty, luxuries which she now daily enjoys.
Of course I’ll give her a dowry. But there is her French maid,
Antoinette, her private Stutz, her dinner and bridge parties and
numbers of other things. I like you, my boy, but it wouldn’t be fair
to her to make her starve for these pleasures which she is now wont
to enjoy. I know you come from a good family. The Fosters are

aristocratic enough.

But when your father took to breeding horses

and dogs he lost most of his money. Ha. Ha. Ha. But pray now
what have you to your name?”
At the mention of his father’s failure Larry’s hands were clenched,
a gleam leaped into his passive eyes and he restrained himself with

difficulty.

Then in answer to Mr. Curdon’s question:

“Nothing except my little stock farm and the lod homestead.”
“How much stock have you, Larry?”

“Not very much I’m afraid.

The horses are all sold.

However,

I still have a few pedigreed dogs. I sold one French bull the other
day to a woman who wanted a dog with a college education. She

was one of those rich New Yorkers who cannot live without a highly
educated and renowned dog. So I trotted out this little poodle. It
was about a month old and furthermore there was another exactly
like it.

Well, she picked on the first one of the two, Coldretta.

But

outside of such occasional sales and drawing the interest on my dad’s
little wisp of mining stock I haven’t much to do. But we are deviating. Isn’t there any way in which I can get your daughter?”
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Now listen, my boy.

I think you’re a good lad but I don’t want

my girl tied down to someone who hasn’t an ounce of stamina and
who won’t work for a living. Now here’s my proposition: If you

can make five thousand dollars off that dog farm in the next three
months, you can have my daughter. Personally I know considerable
about the business and I am thoroughly aware of the fact that that
amount of money will call for a goodly amount of work.

are the stipulations.

So there

At least five thousand dollars in three months

or—Rose will not be allowed to see you. If you make ten thousand
you can be married immediately, and if you make over that I will
add an additional dowry. Now I think that that is sufficient incentive.”’

“It is. Thank you, Mr. Curdon. I know what you mean. You
think that that stock farm is a mere pile of stones. But I’ll show to
you that I. can get money out of it. But listen—three months is a
rather short time. Couldn’t you make it—say, six?”
“Well,—because you are willing to take up the proposition and
because I know the business so well I’ll consent to an extension. All

right. It will be six months. Is that satisfactory?”
“Decidedly so. Good-day, Mr. Curdon.”
A few hours later Larry Foster was speeding southward on the
Queen and Crescent toward his little stock farm in Kentucky. His
face was a bit brighter than it had been all day. The sun shone on
his dark curly hair which tumbled down over his forehead almost to
the edge of those clear blue eyes. Those eyes were sparkling just
now.

He was thinking of the time when he and Rose wold be—but

pshaw! How was he to make five thousand dollars off of a dog farm?
His mind revolved over the fairy tales he had read years ago, how
the Prince awoke the enchanted Princess and—but that was good

enough in story books.

If he made five thousand bones off of that

dog farm he would certainly be a second J. Pierpont Morgan Junior.

Two weeks passed.

Down on his little stock farm Larry knew

no union hours and least of all no union pay.

He worked as he had

never worked before. He advertised broadcast the few pedigreed
dogs that remained in his stock. Finally they were all sold out with
the exception of that one dog, the sister to the French poodle the

New York lady had bought.

For some reason or other Larry had

never offered that dog for sale. Larry himself had often wondered
why. It must have been Fate, because there certainly was nothing

attractive about the gunboat-faced bulldog.

And in time, Susan, as

the dog was attractively named, became one of the household.

One
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evening as Larry sat reading the latest news from the metropolis a
headline caught his eye:

“WHO GETS THE LARRIMORE MILLIONS?”
Larrimore? Larrimore? Where had he heard that name before?
Oh yes! That was the name of that millionaire New York lady who

had bought the dog from him and paid down five hundred plunks for
her in cold cash.

Larry decided to read about the thing anyway.

It seemed that Mrs. Larrimore, worth in the neighborhood of two
million dollars, had died and had settled her entire fortune upon her

dog, Coldretta.

Mrs. Larrimore had always been eccentric,—but

nevertheless the will was a valid one. The interest from the money
was to go to the person who would give the dog a good home,
bring her up and preserve her from all harm.
An artist by
the name of Golderton had taken charge of the dog and had given

it a good home until last week, when, in a rage at Coldretta for breaking through a favorite portrait of his he had unceremoniously kicked
the dog into the street. A few moments the dog lived away from
tender care and was then run down by an automobile and killed. Now,

Golderton was claiming the two million dollars and the lawyer whom
the court had chosen in behalf of the French poodle was advertising
far and wide for any one who could prove that they had a better claim

to the money than did Golderton.

Larrimore had died without any

survivors save an insane maiden aunt and her eccentricity in settling
her entire fortune on her dog, Coldretta, had excluded this maiden
aunt from the inheritance. As a result only those directly connected
with the dog could lay any claim to the money.
“Hm! <A queer case!” mused Larry. “And to think that I sold
her the dog. Let me see. Only those directly connected with the
dog can lay any claim to the money. I wonder—by Jove.—Just the

thing!

Susan!—I’ll do it!”

And that same night he was on an eastbound train with Susan
to find the Hon. Sterling Hartford, lawyer for Coldretta, the deceased
heir to the Larrimore millions. And somehow or other there was a
strange complacency in his sleep as Susan affectionately licked his

face as he bounced to and fro in his Pullman berth.
“Rose!

My sweetheart.

There’s a time coming when we’re go-

ing to be together, just you and I, Rose,” he muttered in his sleep.
“Just you and I sweet ang—”
But the shrill whistle of the locomotive soon drowned out the rest.
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The following afternoon Larry walked into the office of the Hon.
Sterling Hartford, attorney for Coldretta.
up inquiringly.

The stenographer looked

“Is Mr. Hartford in?” queried Larry.
The stenographer after a single glance at Susan gave vent to a
rippling laugh.”
“Another dog with a claim to that Larrimore fortune, I’ll wager.
Really, though, you have a dead ringer there for that Coldretta whose
death is causing so much trouble. Where did you find it?”
“I think I’d best explain that to Mr. Hartford. Could you tell
me when I could see him?”
“Yes. -He’s not here now, but he’ll be back about five o’clock.
He always returns to the office before going home.”

“Very well, I'll await him.”
Five o’clock came and with it a rather tall and dignified looking
man possessed of a wealth of gray hair. His garments were flawless,
his whole appearance in conformity wth the vogue’s dictates, himseli the type of the successful professional man. Larry walked up to
him with an easy assured smile playing on his lips.
|

“This is Mr. Hartford, I presume?”
“Yes, sir, and you are—”
“Mr. Laurence Foster of Foster Villa, Kentucky.

I am a de-

scendant of one of the most aristocratic families of the South, and a
member of the house of the Fosters who came over here with Lord
Calvert. However, owing to business reverses my father rapidly lost
the wealth he had amassed until finally the only thing he left to me

was his little villa. He lost his fortune in playing on our Blue Grass
racehorses and I’m going to regain it by playing on our Blue Grass
bulldogs. I think, sir, that I can prove a very substantial claim to

that fortune of Mrs. Larrimore.”
“In what way, Mr. Foster?’
“The entire fortune was settled on the dog, was it not.

well.

Very

Then we will say that this dog with me is Coldretta’s sister

littered at the same time as Coldretta and that therefore we should

have a claim to the money on account of the relationship.

And, as

Susan is my property the money will be in my hands.”
“I don’t know, Mr. Foster. You see, it might be hard to convince

the jury that the money ought to descend to the dog’s relatives. And
then that man, Golderton, is bound to put up a stiff fight for the
money. And again, would the court do such a thing because as you
say the money would revert to you, so that the dog would never re-

ceive the benefit of it.”
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“But neither did Coldretta receive any benefit from it.”
“Well, we'll figure it out and see if we can’t make something out
of it. No doubt you have the papers that certify your dog’s pedigree.
I hate that fellow Golderton like a mouse likes cheese—but he’s en-

gaged a very clever lawyer. The man hasn’t lost a contested will
case yet. Oh, it’s a funny business, a funny business.”
The day of the contesting of the will came and went and Larry
boarded the train for the South. Soon he was again at his little stock
farm at Foster Villa.
|
That night he left for the home of Reginald Curdon, bookmaker
of the “Latonia.” tI was almost eleven by the tower clock when he
rapped at the door of the Curdon mansion. There wasa light in the
drawing room. All the servants must have retired, reasoned Larry.
In a few moments the door was opened by Mr. Curdon himself.
“Good evening, Mr. Curdon?’
“How do you do, Larry. Come in won’t you >)
:

“Certainly.

“What?

Mr. Curdon, I’ve come for your daughter.”

Why my boy, it’s only been three months since we

made our wager.
time?”

Surely you cannot have sold out your stock in that

“Yes, I’ve sold it out. And what I got off of it, wasn’t enough to
make up the bet.

I added to the amount of my investment the shares

of Dad’s mining stock, took a chance with it and—and—”
“Lost it! Enough! Get out, and don’t you ever dare to come
near me again.

Off with you.

I can never brook a gambler.”.

“What? You say that? You who are a bookmaker for one of
the biggest race tracks in the country, you cannot brook a gambler.”
“T mean a failure. A man isn’t a true gambler unless he wins.”
“You’re wrong. The man who wins is the man with the inside
dope. That’s not gambling. That’s playing a dead sure game. And
placed his entire fortune upon your worthless race horses and—lost.
I meant to live up to my agreement about this five-ten-or-more thou-

sand dollar plan and win your daughter in that manner. But I realize
that in dealing with men like you it is money that talks and noth-

ing else.”
“You’re right. Now, once and for all, leave this house. I’ve
stood all the insolence from you that I am going to stand. You need
not throw that in my face about your father. He went into that game
with his eyes wide open, if he was burnt it’s not my fault.

Now, get

out.”
“No. I’m not going. I’m going to stay here until I get your
daughter and until I prove to you that I’m going to get her. Now,
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see here. Don’t get frightened. I’m a perfect gentleman and I won’t
attempt any violence. I just want to ask you a few questions. You
were thinking of moving to the city were you not?”
yes!
“And what did you say you wanted for your house and park
and grounds.”
“About thirty-five thousand dollars, I guess.”
“Good! I also heard that you would like to get out of the Latonia.

If I were to find a buyer for your interest what would you

ask for it?”
“Let me see—well—twenty-five thousand.”
“Your stock in the Wall Street Corporation How much would
you want to get rid of that for?’
“That worthless stuff Why, ten thousand dollars would give me

a handsome profit.”
“That worthless stuff. Why, ten thousand dollars would give me
And taking out a bulging wallet from his pocket he counted out
seventy crisp thousand dollar bills. Mr. Reginald Curdon stood in
amazement. He had so under-valued all those articles in his rough
estimate, and here was a man ready to pay his stated price whom he
thought penniless, ruined and desperate.
“Here you—you—you can’t work those counterfeit bills on me.’ ’

Larry laughed then as he hadn’t laughed for a long time.

And _

that laugh brought Rose to the door of the drawing room.

“Counterfeit!” exclaimed Larry.

“Come off, where do you get

that. Those bills are perfectly all right. Now let me tell you a few
things. This house with its park and grounds is valued at sixty thousand dollars. You gave it a value of thirty-five and I took you up
on your offer. A perfectly valid contract. Your interest in the La-

tornia, owing to the fact of the introduction of the latest bred horses
has gone up to forty thousand. You established its value at twentyfive. And I accepted. Another valid contract. Thirdly, that worth-

less stock in the Wall Street Corporation is in oil.
day it was worthless stock.

Up until, yester-

But just yesterday the wires burnt with

the news that the Corporation’s oil fields near El Paso had reported a
strike that would mean millions upon millions of dollars. That stock
you sold to me at 78. Personally I can sell it right now at 150.

What do you think of that as a proof that I am a successful business
man and—speculator ?”

“Oh—I don’t understand where you got all that money.”
“You don’t? I advise you to take more care in reading the
papers. I got it off my old stock farm as I said I would. When I
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came in, I said I had taken a chance and—you finished the sentence
for me. So I thought I’d play the game out. Here read this even-

ing’s Post.”
He handed him a copy. And there upon the front page was the
picture of Larry Foster with Susan and above the picture the headlines:

“THE SECOND TWO-MILLION DOLLAR DOG
AND ITS PROUD OWNER.
The Heir to the Contested Larrimore Estate.”
Reginald Curdon sank in the chair exhausted while Rose ran
with a happy little cry to Larry’s arms.
“T always knew you'd make good, Larry.”
“Make good, my little angel Well, I should hope we did. We've
got a bank balance of almost two million, a fine country villa, my old
homestead, and stock bought for a song that will soon mount up to
another million. Now dearie, I think we'll be happy, now that I’ve

proven that I can work and speculate and even beat, without a crook,
the man who swindled my father.

How about it, Mr. Curdon?”

But only a groan came from the chair where Reginald Curdon
slouched a discomfited mass of masculinity.
“But Larry dear, if you’ve bought our house and papa’s interest
in everything where will he live O won't you let him live with us?”
“Well, Rose, we might condescend to give him his board and
lodging. He has a bank account of about thirty thousand, a few other
stock certificates worth about twenty-five and the seventy thousand
I just paid him. That ought to make a rather fair allowance. Yes |
think I might condescend to take under my roof a man who has
proven to be possessed of such minute business abilities. How about
it, Mr. Curdon?’
“Humph!” came from that parched dry throat of the ex-financier.
D. HERBERT ABEL.
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The Spirit of Spiritualism

|
Oo

ROM the day when History’s dawn broke upon the records
of the human race,-man has been ill content to shackle
himself within the bounds of the material world which is
his present abode and has attempted to bridge the gulf
which washes the shores of this, and the other world, the home of
the spirits departed. Man learned from the Creator that the world
of earth and water was but a temporary abode, and, that as soon as

the soul succeeded in freeing itself from this bodily anchor, just so
soon would that which is the true man, commence to live in the land

where pain is not and happiness fears no cloud. This thought was
treasured in the memory and kept haunting it even as tradition itself.
As seasons faded and moons waxed and waned, or sunsrose and sank,
man wearied of the fruit which the Tree of Life bore. This frutation

born of experience, was imperfect and bitter.

The beauteous bloom

of today soon lost its soft, velvet petals and mellowed into fruit, like
all past blossoms. But the bud; the green, unopened bud in whose
folds the future destiny of bloom and fruit is held, tempted this rest-

less desire to find that which was promised.

‘To quench this yearn-

ing, to predict that which only time could decide, in other terms to
seek true Happiness, these my friends, these are the motives which

prompted and are still prompting man, to pluck the bud, Future, and
thus to blemish life ere its noon.
Thumbing the pages of History we find that as the book grows
more voluminous, the instances of divining the Future are more pronounced even as culture and civilization themselves. In the classic
days of Rome and Greece we are inclined to think that divination in
the form of oracles and omens reached its zenith, True, that old

desire to find the outcome of the enterprises in quest of happiness
prompted the people to resort to the oracles, which were established
just to quench this thirst. But we judge these crude with our present
means for detecting fraud.

The spirits, in these days did not use the

language of the nation nor of any nation, but manifested their messages by the muttered sounds of the medium or priestess of Delphi,
which sounds, though scarcely audible, were to be translated into inAwarded third prize in the eighth annual contest for the Dr. D. G. Reilly

Oratory Prizes.
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telligent phrases by others in the hire of the temple. As this practice
waxed longer in duration the people came to the startling conclusion,
that, if the priests were encouraged with gifts the spirits would
answer just the way the devotee wished them to reply.
Again in the days when our fair land was yet a colony the evil

spirits were’ more prone to act. These were exercised to find the outcome of a certain affair, but as black spirits could not be expected to
predict that which is good, perforce of character, witchcraft was decidediy unpopular, as the grim evidences of the treatment of the

alleged witches only too sadly testifies.
But as the world progresses, and man finds cleverness hid in
some remote corner of his intellect, more perfect means of commun-

ing with those who have left this world are found.

One may ask,

“Why are we so anxious to know the future?’ This question lies as
deep as the very soul of the creature who asks it. It is our nature
to seek where perfect joy hides, and to try to wring this information
from those who were once as we now, and have left their bodies with

us. but whose finer self has fled to those parts where absolute happiness is reputed to be. So we try to communicate with them, to ask
them if they find their present abode as incomplete as we find ours.
And in this age a new means of communing with the departed souls

has been found. The spiritual world has manifested itself upon the
physical world and its effects are supposed to be inexplicable by the
known laws of nature.

The following anecdote will give the interesting start of the discovery: In the year 1848 there lived in the City of New York, that
home of many a discovery and many a fraud, a family named Fox.
Shortly after this family moved into their new abode—something
strange happened. They were retiring, and the eldest daughter Kate

had already repaired to her sleeping apartment.

The hour was at

such a period of the night, so the storv runs, that it suspended between the old day and the morrow, at such a time when even the

‘commonplace things as the tick of the clock or the creak of the stairs
seems swathed in mystery.

As we were saying, the young lady was

retiring, when suddenly the stillness of her chamber, yea the very
chambers of her heart echoed, for against the floor—three knocks—.
Three cold, deliberate, awful knocks. The maiden shrieked and fled

the room to the apartment where the rest of the family still were.
Again on the wall, three knocks. We can imagine their consternation and dread at’ these unearthly sounds. The brave head of the
family investigated but their cause could not be discovered.

These

peculiar knocks occurred the following night, and the next.

At last
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the young lady, demonstrating characteristic feminine courage born
of curiosity, said to the place where the knocks came, “If you are a
spirit, I command you to speak,” in tones we fear, not as steady as
ours. Did the spirit answer? Hardly, for in fleeing this world it had

left its vocal organs with its body—and only stillness. Again the undaunted Kate asked, “If you are a spirit knock twice.”

Knock, knock

went the spirit and established its identity. Evidently it had retained
an arm from its earthly body, or, a stick of wood from its present

abode.

With repeated experiment, for at this stage the spirits had

unmeasured patience, it was found that this one was quite intelligent. By frequent questionings the facts were knocked out from the
unseen signaler that it was the ghost of a murdered peddler. A
search in the cellar revealed a human skeleton. Such was the phenomenal beginning of an epidemic Of spirits and spiritualism, and soon
in almost every city people found that they were the connecting links

between this world and the spirits of the dead.
And so in our day comes the intervention of the spirits to still
-the restless voice in our soul, which for centuries has been struggling
for the key of its release. The discovery of spirits if the testimony of
the evidences can be believed, seems not so impossible. With marvels exposing themselves at almost every turn, anything is within the
‘realm of the possible. We must admit, that if the souls of the departed were so kind as to quit their present home in which reigns
Happiness supreme, to come into the midst of us mortals discontented and quarreling as we are, any chance utterance of theirs would
smack as the very essence of truth itself. Those who are closest to
the Shaper of Destinies, and hear secret words pertaining to the
future, which only the immortals can hear and contain, and would
they devulge these words and findings, perhaps these alone would
satiate that ever inherent craving. But then are the so-called manifestations of the spirit world really the intervention of the departed
souls
?
In the narrative relatéd it may seem very strange that the spirits
should use knocks to make known their existence. The presence of

these may be explained by the play of rodents between the walls. If
we accept this hypothesis how can the skeleton be interpreted? ° It
may have been the remaining framework which held the restless soul
of the murdered peddler or it could be a fortunate coincidence. Or
again the existence of the skeleton may be entirely fictitious, if we
deny the veracity of the witnesses. But we may be puzzled just why
the spirits communicated by knocks. The spiritualists will answer

that it is the spirits’ own business how they choose to commune with

*
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this world.
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Again we may ask how the playing of musical instru-

ments could prove or disprove the existence of manifesting souls.
If the spirits of the departed desire so to amuse the sitters with selections from the opera, which do neither a particle of good or give
information, well and good,—but why choose darkness?

The spirits,

so the mediums would have it, refuse to work in the light of day or
even with Edison’s substitute.

This important requisite throws a

shadow on the workings of the medium and the part he or she plays
in the manifestation of the spirits. It is in darkness where more
crime is committed and it is darkness which is most conducive to
fraud. Could not the medium or his assistant, for they rarely oper-

ate alone, blow the trumpet or ring the bell with the aid of darkness?
Quite easy, for the witness at these sittings must conform to certain, well-defined rules, and has an especial code of etiquette to observe, and all these conditions to facilitate not the spirit but the
spirit raiser. And as for the spirit-writings; how easy for the medium
to slip off his shoe and write the supposed spirit scrawl with his toe,
for, the requisites of a medium require cleverness. But stay, we
speak as though the manifestations of the spirits are fraud. It may

suffice to say, that every medium of note has been detected at some
time of fraud, and we are permitted to deduce our own conclusions
from that sorry fact.
Oracles, omens, signs; witches and witchcraft have tried by

occult means to find Happiness, but have failed. Spirits and spiritualism like all else having their day, shall give place to other means.
But of all means possible there is but one, one which is certain, one

and only one which is infallible, we mean Faith. Faith the dispeller
of darkness shall enlighten us as to the goal which all generations
have sought, Faith shall find us what we seek, and Faith shall give
us what we all crave—Perfect Happiness.

M. GULDEN MACKMULL.
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Spring and the

Spring is beautiful.

Easter Flower

light; it is faith, it is hope, it is love.

It is well-nigh a surfeit of deAll that was

barren and trying is prosperous and_ soothing.
Every sprig of green, trusting to the benignity of the season is
faith. The gorgeous mosaic of rainbow hues is the plain brown field
of yesterday that hopefully drank in the softening rains. ‘The bird
that pours forth in endless rhapsody the emotions of its love-burdened breast, tells us a story of love. Spring is indeed the ecstacy

of the material.
man heart.

These things touch, but do not overwhelm the hu-

The nobler, higher nature of the human heart is above

the material. To be delighted, to be moved to sentiments of faith,
hope and love, to be overwhelmed with ecstasy it must sense something far above the plethora of Spring’s gifts to Nature.
And Spring provides for this.

Before the violet shows its heav-

enly blue, before the oriole has reached the fullness of its song, spring
displays to us her Greatest Delight, her Supreme Joy, her All-Beautiful—the Easter Flower—Christ Risen.

‘Though the meadow lark

may be fluting its plaintive notes, though the hedges and copses may
be hinting with a vivid touch of green, the lovers of the Easter Flower

still remain in the dreary winter of sorrow and patience until that
wonderful morning when they are called to come and see for their
Faith, their Hope, their Love is in the Blossom.

Its sweet fragrance
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is all-permeating. Its warm beauty is all-captivating. Wearied and
impatient souls that panted after distant good are in peace. They
live anew in faith, they thrive in hope, they prosper in love.
Easter Flower has risen and now Spring is truly beautiful.

The

Be yantas

One True

May is the month of mothers.

In it we celebrate

the greatest of all mothers who ever bore the trials
and hardships of life, our Blessed Mother. And in
celebrate the honor of each individual mother,
we
it
particular, in
mine and yours.

Friend

“Toiling hands will soon be folded
Loving eyes will close some day

Weary feet will cease their ploddings
Help them now while yet you may.”
Each and every one of us has had a mother and to those who

have had the misfortune through premature death not to feel the
warm pulse and tender solicitude of a mother’s love can never know
what a bliss they have missed. Yet how often do we requite such
wholesale self-sacrifice, such tender solicitude and kindly interest

that nothing else but mother’s love can produce?

We have placed

oftentimes upon the brows of those little mothers the first wrinkles
born of care and worry over our shortcomings. And oftentimes by
our rancor, our temper and our impetuous disposition we have un-

wittingly perhaps sowed a deep thorn in the ardent hearts of our
mothers. Oftentimes those dark locks on mother’s head have been
turned to a silver grey by our petty follies. Yet mother’s heart

though grieved has never grown cold to us. When our sins have
bowed us down and our pride is humbled into the dust then are the
soothing words of a mother’s love most appreciated and then are
they most felt. For mother’s love is then at our side. Yes, our
mothers are the best of friends, and soon enough the realization will

come that they are the only ones on whom we can truthfully depend
for love and sympathy.
Throughout the year we should never forget our mothers but in

particular, during the month of May and on the special feast day of
mothers, May 9, we should do all in our power to prove to our little

erey mothers that they will receive from us a requital of all the years
of tender sacrifice that they have endured.

‘True we can never suf-

ficiently repay them. But what little we can do to make their lives
the happier that we are bound to do. The more sunshine we shed
into their faded lives, the more we imbue them with the fervor of
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youth and surround them with a love that will never grow cold, the
longer we will have them among us. And when they are gone, when our little mothers are in their graves then it will be too late to’show
them love, respect and obedience. We should take part in all manifestations, amusements and so forth which are given in honor of our
mothers. They are not often but when they do come we should make
our mother feel that she is the only mother in the world. In these
days of advanced civilization there are some youths parading under
. the name of young men who are ashamed to be seen on the streets
with their mother or at a public place of amusement, because forsooth
she is a little old-fashioned. May we hope that soon this selfish,
cowardly and ungrateful spirit will die out never to return again. Let
us hope that the chivalry which was formerly manifested towards

our ladies will not die in this present day.

There are forces which

tend to destroy it but let us hope that during our lifetime our mothers will receive the same tender affection, care and protection as ever
a knight gave his lady when Knighthood was in flower. Yes, mothers
are our only true friends and now is the time to care for them, love

them, cherish and protect them and not push them back into the background on account of our newly born pseudo-civilization.

For

“Toiling hands will soon be folded
Loving eyes will close some day
Weary feet will cease their ploddings
Help them now, while yet you may.”

A Lasting
Monument

ci: dx A

William FE. Gladstone said that all time and money
spent in training the voice and body was an invest-

ment that paid a larger interest than any other.
On first thought this statement may seema little far-fetched, but
deeper reflection, and perhaps a few questions to men of wide experience will soon convince us that his assertion carries behind it the plain

truth. The late friend and benefactor of St. Mary College, Dr. D. G.
Reilly, also realized the value of public speaking. On returning from
a visit to his native land, where he beheld the crumbling remains of
tombstones that marked the last resting place of his relatives, he resolved to leave behind him a more lasting monument, one that would

serve to benefit mankind as well as to keep him in the lasting remembrance of his friends.

He therefore established at the College a per-

petual fund whose annual interest was to be used as prizes to encourage efforts in public speaking.
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It is a well-known fact in college or university circles that most
engineering students make little or no efforts to train themselves
along this line. No matter what phase or branch of engineering, or
in fact of any profession, the student may be preparing for, it is cer-

tain he will be called upon sooner or later to speak in public.

It is

true, very few will be required to deliver a set oration; but can any
graduate engineer with the least desire to be successful be content to
let the other fellow always do the talking? Industry, in our modern

acceptation, requires conventions, committee meetings.

Then there

are social gatherings of all kinds, at which a college man ought to be
conspicuous by his command of language, the culture of voice and
gesture.

Some may advance the twofold argument that many prominent
men never had the opportunity of a college education, yet are able to
speak very well; on the other hand that many find they are never
called upon to speak. The first part of this argument is a parallel to
the assertion that many prominent engineers never had an engineering education at all. With very few exceptions these men will tell

you they had a very rugged road to climb with many slips and failures
before they reached the summit of success. This applies to public
speaking as well, so why not grasp the opportunities presented to us
and climb that rugged road while we are yet at school with teachers
always willing to guide and help us? As for the second part of the

argument, it stands to reason that if a man is utterly incapable of
speaking before an assembly and never attempts to better himself,

the fact will quickly be noticed with the result that he will be left
alone, eventually to fall behind in the race.
We find men occupying good and even responsible positions who
employ other men to put into words the ideas or thoughts they themselves are unable to express on paper. Not so with the spoken work.
Nobody can “get by” with another employed to do his talking whenever he is called upon to speak in public. If, therefore, we wish to
forge ahead and avoid mediocrity why not try to make the most of
opportunities, preferring to make fools of ourselves in school rather

than in the engineering world where we desire every little move to
count in our favor.

Ws Bev.
A Deplorable

In this period of reconstruction when each nation

Fact

is enumerating its gains and losses both material
and moral, the reputation it has established for it-

self is by no means the least important.

For to a large extent a
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nation’s reputation which serves as an index to its ambition, determines the future policy of other nations in their negotiations with the
one in question.

If a country has been so controlled as to make the

world believe that it is animated by a spirit of justice, then it will
have a loose rein for years to come. But, on the other hand, if it has
proved itself covetous and treacherous thena situation has been cre-

ated that bodes ill for the future peace of the world.
It is a deplorable fact that the United States is not considered by

Europeans to be the generous benefactor that she actually is.

Attri-

bute it to any cause you will, the truth stands out that we are regarded as a nation to be watched. With their mysterious faculty of

judging whole nations, the common people of England, France, and
Italy accuse the United States of having playeda selfish, inconsistent

role in the war and in the diplomatic procedures after the war. Practically everywhere from our next door neighbor, Mexico, to Oriental
Japan we are branded as the “profiteer of the world.” ‘This is our
biggest crime, our salient fault; the rest are only minor misunderstandings which inevitably result from every war. Probably it is a

just accusation.

Fate placed us in a position to be profiteers and

some of our American natures could not resist.

But for the future

welfare of the world more decisive measures should be taken to eliminate unrestricted profiteering.
Every country has its profiteers but America is overburdened
with them. Undoubtedly the biggest profiteers have been Americans,
although there have likewise been English, French and Italian speci-

mens. It is not the national traits of character that make the profiteer
but rather the individual traits. There are a few individuals of each
nation who live on the labors of their fellowmen and rejoice in their

sufferings. ‘They compose only a small percentage of our population,
but due to their enormous wealth they are a controlling factor and

consequently the standard by which our nation is often judged. It is
not to be marvelled at when the French say that we are enriched by
“blood money” or that a leading London paper says “President Wilson more readily recalls a European monarch of the 18th century
than any modern constitutional potentate.”
This is a sad example of what a few men, with their insatiable
desire for money, can do to a nation’s reputation. By enriching themselves they have impoverished millions of their fellowmen. The victims are the inhabitants of Europe many of whom are reduced to
starvation and America in her prosperity is envied and hated. Slowly
but surely we are losing friends in Europe partly due to land disputes
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but principally due to the nefarious methods of our capitalists.
It is an unpleasant state of affairs and the most lamentable part
is that as a nation we are not guilty. The situation has not been created by us but rather for us and we become directly responsible for
an act that is as hateful to us as to those whom it maltreats.

We are making a mistake in trying to establish a “League of
Nations” when a spirit of enmity exists between the peoples of these
nations.

‘Treaties between nations become “scraps of paper” as soon

as hatred overpowers charity and brotherly love.

Consequently be-

fore we endeavor to establish a League of Nations it would be a
great stride towards peace to establish some sort of an understanding between the people of the nations. Then and not until then could

such a League be a success.

Nations would not be indicted for the

crimes of individuals and such international groups as profiteers could
not hide themselves behind the industrial pursuits of an honest nation.

Bae
The School of
Human Nature

We meet different people every day,—what a
strange mixture we sometimes come in contact

with—people whose habits, whose desires, whose
aspirations, whose natures,—ah, there we have it,—are as varied as
the wonders of nature. And each and every person that we meet and

do not meet is equipped with his own distinctive and individual personality. How intensely interesting every human being should be
to us! And what an accumulation of knowledge we can learn from
every one of them! That is if we are students of human nature.
Did you ever see a student of human nature going around with a

layer of gloom on his face three-quarters of an inch thick?

Or do

you ever find him classed in that category of human beings who are
always afraid that they will get up late, afraid they will miss the car
or train, afraid a black cat will cross their path, or for that matter
afraid they will meet the butcher or the tailor? Emphatically, no!
Do you remember that fellow who graduated from St. Mary’s

some time ago? I meana certain individual who was always bubbling
over with joy; who had so much pep he was always injecting it into
his comrades; whose personality was like the magnetism of a huge
magnet; and who was always the center of attraction at a dance, ir

the classroom, in fact, wherever he happened to be?
right, he was likewise the champion athlete of the college.

Yes, you're
He played

on every one of the teams and his presence alone had a queer, stimu-
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lating effect on every member of that team. Who was he? We will
let that to your memory or imagination. But the point is he was ‘a
deep student of human nature and made use of his observations.

To what do we attribute the leadership of the young man in
question, or speaking generally what is the basis of the success of any
leader of men, whether on the battlefield, in industry, in politics, or
merely among friends and acquaintances? ‘The unanimous reply we
get is a correct judgment of human nature, an understanding of his
fellowmen. But to be a judge of human nature we must first become
a student of it.
No, we won't say, “go and do likewise,” but we will say that it

is a very good idea to do so. For now is the time to make out your
application to this institution of observation and judgment. We can’t
do it for you, that is left to your own judgment and discrimination.
If your judgment isn’t warped or your imagination blank this chatter
isn’t at all necessary,—the wisdom of such a course is apparent. But
at any rate we'll say in conclusion that if you enroll you will never
regret it.

W. J. B.
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Joseph G. Deddens

;
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Edward G. Heile

Fragk
J.
Senn, 711

Frank writes us from Louisville, Ky., 22nd and
Market Streets, and sends his subscription for two
years. He says: “Recently I went into the Vulcanizing and Auto Accessories business and I have been very busy
lately getting ready for the ‘Spring Drive.’ If any of the Old Boys
have any tire trouble whilst touring in this ‘neck of the woods,’ tell
them to ‘blow in with their blowouts’ and I will take care of them.”

Thanks for your good wishes for the Exponent, Frank.
Joseph L.
Morris, *17

One of the busy men in the office of the Metropolitan Co. of Dayton is our business graduate of ‘17.
Joe says he is very well pleased with his position
and he also remarks that he enjoys reading the Exponent very much.
Good luck to you, Joe.
Dallas Wert, ’92

Recently we enjoyed a visit from our friend, Dallas Wert, of Stroh, Indiana. Mr. Wert has had
charge of the laboratory work of the Wabash Portland Cement Co.

for the past seventeen years.

His son Bernard, ’17, will be his assist-

ant. He wishes to be remembered to his former teachers, Father
Weckesser and Bro. Waldron.
E. A.
Rotterman, ’12

This is the news Eugene gives us while renewing
his subscription:
“T find great pleasure in reading the Alumni Notes

and will be glad to give you the latest about myself. I was discharged from the army in March, 1919, after serving six months in
France.

September 3, 1919, I was married to Miss Mary Florence

Wolf here in Dayton, and at present I am connected with the Engineerig Department of the Smith Gas Engineering Co. out at Moraine
City.” Best wishes, Eugene, from Alma Mater.
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Albert N.

Al writes us that he has severed connections with

Knoth, 713

the Big Four Railroad after six years of service with

Bros. Co.

them, and he is now sales manager for the Lindner
His home address is 70 Samuel Street, Dayton.

Elmer F. Kohlmiller,’10

From Erie, Pa., comes the news that Elmer Kohlmiller is taking care of the payroll of the National
Foundry Company of that city.

He reports that

things are going fine and that he is in good health. Like all the Old
Boys he enjoys the Exponent very much. He is at home at 909 West
24th Street.
Paul Ohmer,’19

g
From Paul’s letter to Bro. Wohlleben we learn that

he is kept on the hop at the Procter & Gamble Soap
Co., near Cincinnati, where he holds the position of chief chemist.

He says he is on special work now and “runs everything from garbage
grease to cocoanut hulls.”
your recent illness.

Fred F.

Paul, we hope you are fully recovered from

Fred is “up to his eyes in work’ in the chemical

Martin, °19

laboratory of the Holt Manufacturing Co., Peoria,
Ill., but he says that the work is so varied and interesting that it never becomes wearisome. He sent us a few snap shots
of himself at work in the lab.

Fred, Paul Ohmer wants to know

“if

you are dead or only married.”
-David H.
Margolis, ’19

The editor-in-chief of the Exponent received the
following letter from Davy, Columbia University,
N. Y.: “I have indeed enjoyed reading all the
issues of the Exponent this year. I want to take this opportunity of
congratulating you and your assistants on the wonderful progress
the Exponent has made this year. I am enclosing some material that
i believe you may use for next issues.” We wish there were many

more readers like you, Davy.

Thanks and good luck to you.

Arnold A.

From the top of the Woolworth Building, N. Y.,

Schneider, 710

where our friend is the general manager of the
American Steel Export Co., Arnold Schneider

writes us that he “avidly consumes every copy of the Exponent that
comes to hand.” The reasons for his short delay in not answering
our appeal sooner are his excessive amount of work and this, “New
York is still—well New York;-dry to be sure but still the Wonder
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City of the world.”
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He wishes to be remembered specially to Bro.

Adam Hoffman. Our thanks Arnold for your good wishes. We have
considered what you refer to in the “P. S.” to your letter and that
in accord with your ideas.
a

Daniel J.

-

Moran, ’07

We have at hand a letter to Bro. Adam Hoffman
from the vice-president and general manager of

the Texas Oil Co. of Mexico, at Tampico, Tamps,
Mexico. This is no other than our alumnus of ’07, D. J. Moran. This
letter was a response to a note attached to our circular letter by Bro.
Adam. The following is from the letter: “My isolation in Latin
America and in practically every oil field in the States has caused me
to get out of touch with all my college friends except Bill Schoen

and Paul Wenigman, both of whom I saw since ’07.”
Dan, your friend Father Canning is President of St. Louis College, San Antonio, Texas; Bro. Peter Schlitt is one of the faculty of
St. Mary’s College, San Antonio, and your good friend Bro. Thomas
Mooney passed away to his reward in September, 1915.

Rev. Eugene C.

Father Gerlach writes us from St. Peter’s Rectory,

Gerlach, ’12

Chillicothe, Ohio:

“I am always delighted to re-.

ceive the Exponent, it is a welcome monthly visitor. ‘he Exponent keeps me posted on college affairs which of
course I follow with great interest. At times articles in the Alumni
Notes recall friends and happenings that have been forgotten.

Judg-

ing from the list of renewals every month, it is evident that the Old
Boys find the Exponent a welcome monthly visitor.”

Rev. R. Marcellus According to a report of one of the Alumni Father
Wagener, 710

Wagner is busily engaged with the Associated
Charities work in Cincinnati, and he is making a
big success in his new field. His address is 2134 Linton Avenue.
Bernard J.

Barney says:

Kirchner, ’01

the Alumni Notes concerning the, Chicago Alumni.

“I was glad to notice the write-up in

I find this column of the Exponent most interest-

ing to myself because it helps me to keep in touch with what many
of the Old Boys are doing.”
Theodore H.
Oppenheim, 714.

Recently we received the following invitation:
“Mrs. Mary Mathias invites you to be present at
the marriage of her daughter, Anna Elizabeth to
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Mr. Theodore Henry Oppenheim, Wednesday, April 7, 1920, at St.
John’s Church, Carlisle, Ky.” Alma Mater wishes you and your
bride every success in your new state of life. Ted is the construc-

tion manager of the New Idea Spreader Co., of Coldwater, Ohio.
Thanks, Ted, for your substantial donation.
Here and There John J. Crowley, 19, has been promoted from the

position of chief chemist of the Patton Paint Co.
of Newark, N. J., to the position of assistant superintendent of the

same company.
Arthur G. Kramer, ’08, who sent us his subscription recently is
connected with the Tool Designing Dept. of the N. C. R.
Warner H. Kiefaber, ’05, is conducting his own plumbing business, the W. H. Kiefaber Co., of Dayton.
Arthur and Mrs. Zimmerman called at the college recently.

Art

is still doing government work at McCook Field.
J. Clarence Hochwalt, ’06, tells us that he has been very busy
recently with the Income Tax report. I'll bet his reports caused
worry to many a Dayton Old Boy. How about it, Clarence?
Rev. Arthur Zuber has been transferred from Sugar Grove, Ohio,

to St. Philip’s Church, Murray, Ohio.
Joseph B. Murphy, ’01, is one of the members of the law firm
of Murray, Murphy & Kelly, with offices in the Dayton Savings &

Trust Building.
Leo F. Kimmel, ’11, formerly of Wayland, N. Y., sent us his

subscription from Lake Odessa, Mich., where he is the manager of
his father’s canning factory, the Lake Odessa Canning Co.

Here is a ligt of those who renewed their subscription since
March 4: Paul Olberding, Charles P. Schumacher, Eugene A. Rotterman, Arnold Schneider, Henry W. Merland, Joseph L. Morris,

Frank B. Mahoney, Paul Wenigman, Arthur G. Kramer, Frank J.
Senn, Dallas Wert, Warner H. Kiefaber, Bro. Joseph Seubert, S. M.,
J. Clarence Hochwalt, Charles B. Wittrock, Joseph B. Murphy, Leo

F. Kimmel, Bro. James Yack, S. M., Albert N. Knoth, Bro. Francis
Meyer, S. M., Elmer Kohlmiller, Theodore H. Oppenheim, Charles
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H. Wassenich, Walter Berghoff, Bert Kruell, Daniel J. Moran, Ed A.
Moritz, John F. Ohmer, Matt N. Blumenthal, Bro. Michael Mertes,

S M., Bro. John Singer, S. M.
Obituaries

It is with deep regret that we chronicle the death
of another of S. M. C.’s Alumni, Albert G. Hoch-

walt, 711. The deceased passed away at his home on Forest Avenue,
Dayton, Saturday night, March 24. He had been in poor health since
last August but his condition did not become serious until a short

time ago.

After graduating with the High School class of ‘11 he

entered the employ of the Dayton Gas Company where he worked
until the time of his recent illness. He is survived by his wife and little daughter, his parents and three brothers, Cyril, 12, Norman, ’17,
and Carroll, ’20.

The Exponent in the name of the faculty and students of the
college extend to the bereaved relatives its sincerest sympathy.
he have a share in your prayers, kind reader.

May

We wish to request the prayers of our readers for the departed
father of Waldemar Schmidt, 719. Mr. Schmidt died at his residence
in North Dayton, March 9.

Zitz
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College Notes
HIGHEST HONORS FOR MARCH
Collegiate Department
Senior Chemical Engineering—William Boesch, 98; Wilbur Yackley, 97.
Senior Electrical—Howard Hetzel, 95: Matthew Cahill, 94.

Junior Chemical—Robert O’Hearn, 86; Henry Stang, 85.
Junior Electrical—Andrew Kuntz, 95; Walter Curtis, 94.

Sophomore Engineers—Edward Finan, 98; Harold Kramer, 97; Rene Cros, 97;
Adolph Stuhimueller, 97.
Sophomore Pre-Medics—Harold Kemper, 81; Vincent Molloy, 80.

Freshman Engineers-A—Alvin Rabe, 97; Elmer Steger, 97; Walter Krantz, 94;

Clarence Paulus, 93.
Freshman Engineers-B—Alfred Poliquin, 92;

Fred

Pfarrer, 91; John

Scho-

maker, 91; Q. Guenther, 89; Carl Theuring, 89.
Freshman Arts—Myles Knechtges, 91; Paul O’Brien, 89.

High School Department
Fourth High-A—Joseph Schwind, 97; Daniel McCarthy, 96; Lewis Sherer, 96.
Fourth High-B—George Donovan, 97; Cyril Scharf, 96; Edward Heile, 95.
Third High-A—Raymond Scheckelhoff, 95; Albert Freiberg, 95; Joseph Higgins, 94; Robert Wintermeyer, 94.
Third High-B—Robert Konwinski, 94; Lionel Bradmiller, 93; Joseph Koehler,
93; Ernest Lamoureux, 92.
Third High-C—Vernard Bremer, 95; Carl Ramus, 95; John Russell,
mir Petkewicz, 89.

=
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Second. High-A—Vincent Koepnick, 98; Harry Heider, 95; Charch McGee, 94;
Fred Meade, 93.
Second High-B—Richard

Bettinger,

97;

Edwin

Van

Leunen,

96;

Willard

Brunsman, 95; Charles Himes, 94; John Dowd, 94.
Second High-C—Edward Keefe, 96; Martin Murphy, 96; Omer Burdick, 95;
Hugh McDonald, 93; Aubrey Strosnider, 93.
First High-A—Joseph Unger, 97; William Carey, 95; Herman Brunner, 95;

Charles Schmidt, 95.
First High-B—John Price, 99; Louis Stuhldreher, 98; Robert Renner, 95; E.
Doerfler, 95; R. Frick, 95; C. Peterman, 95; M. Fultz, 95.

First High-C—Robert Adelberg, 98; Herman Reboulet, 97; Thomas Kirk, 97;
Jerome Gibson, 96.
First High-D—Robert Minnerup, 96; Norbert Stechschulte, 95; Joseph Scott,
94; Robert Wirsching, 94.
Barat High-E—Louis Schulze, 97; Ralph Sherer, 95; Robert Wihler, 94; Victor
Comer, 92; Louis Mahlmeister, 92.
Business Department
Second Business—Max Brunner, 91; Louis Mason, 89.
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First Business—John Rosenberger, 94; John Cogan, 92; Alex Millmon, 91;
Walter Lander, 91.

Elementary Department
Eighth Grade—Joseph Keller, 94; Cletus Corbett, 93; Andrew Patko, 93; Frank

Schroer, 93.
Seventh Grade—Clifford J Magly, 93; Howard Crush, 93; Charles Gartland,

92; William Keller, 91; William Kehm, 91.
Sixth Grade—August Senf, 91; Joseph Van Leunen, 91; Maurice Costello, 90;
Charles Megerle, 90.
Fifth Grade—Wilbert Vogel, 90; Leon Wirth, 88; Paul Schmackers, 87; William Garcia, 86.

St. Joseph’s Day

The feast of St. Joseph, the special patron of the Society
of Mary, was fittingly celebrated. A large majority of
the student body approached the Holy Table. In the morning the Reverend
President was celebrant at the Solemn High Mass in honor of his Patron.
Rev. Lawrence Yeske, S. M., delivered a very appropriate sermon. There were
no classes and in the evening all were entertained by an interesting motionpicture play.

Cathclic Students’
Mission Crusade

On Tuesday, March 16, St. Mary College witnessed the
formation of a very enthusiastic unit of the Catholic Students’ Mission Crusade.

Rev. F. J. Kunnecke, S. M., Vice-

President of the College, acted as chairman at the meeting of organization.
He gave a brief and very interesting outline of the object and scope of the

crusade. ‘It unites the students of all Catholic Institutions of higher learning
to promote the interests of home and foreign missions. The principal means
by which the crusade realizes its object are prayer, Holy Communion and all
devotional exercises, good works, and mortification.

It encourages the study

of missions, reading, writing and propagating of all kinds of missionary literature and includes all legitimate methods of raising funds.
The meeting was attended mostly by members of the Mission Sections of
the various sodality branches. Out of the 129 students present, 122 enrolled.
A temporary organization was perfected. A. W. Hemmert was elected secretary, who will also act as chairman; Mr. Paul O’Brien was elected treasurer.

Father Kunnecke will act as Moderator.
A. W. HEMMERT.

Sodality News

The reports of the secretaries show regularity and interest in the holding of meetings.

The members in the vari-

ous branches seem to vie with each other in encouraging their fellow-sodalists
to fidelity to their obligations by timely addresses and edifying example.
St. Gregory
Branch
gratulations.

The members of this branch were recently honored in the
elevation of their alumnus, Rev. Francis Thill, to the holy
Priesthood. They sent him fraternal greetings and conRecently Wm. Pickett addressed the members on St. Joseph,

and Norbert Hils on the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass.
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Collegiate Division Considerable interest is being shown in spiritual reading.
Messrs. Stuhlmueller and Payne have been elected officers
of the Spiritual Reading Section. Mr. Malloy showed the necessity of spiritual
reading in particular for Catholic college students, and Mr. Pecord’s synopsis
of Father Hull’s book, “Man’s Great Concern,” was an inducement for all to
read it. Other speakers were Messrs. Serber, Wilkinson, Teders, Kitsteiner
and Griesemer.
Second Division
The several Lenten meetings gave proof of a lively and
i
active interest in Sodality work. The reports of the secretaries showed fidelity in keeping Lenten resolutions as well as many of the
recommendations suggested to all the members.
_
Among the interesting Lenten talks given by the members we must mention that of Mr. Higgins on “Mortification.” Mr. Van Leunen spoke on “Frequent Communion for Young Men.” He stated the principal objections of
college students and then refuted them.

Messrs. O’Keefe and Scheckelhoff gave instructive talks on Holy Week.
The former spoke on the “Symbolism of Palm Sunday,” the later of “Holy
Saturday.”
Mr. Lovett deserves special mention for his practical talk on “Umpiring,”
in which he compared life to a game on the campus.

Each one of us is an

umpire and must decide between good and evil and we should all strive to
know this game perfectly.
All the members ‘are showing excellent good will and their efforts are
making this branch a success.
St. John’s
Berchman’s
Acolyte Society

In a meeting held March 19, the Acolyte Sociéty elected
the following general officers, for a term of one year:
Adolph Stuhlmueller (College Department) president;
William Johnson (First Division) vice-president; Cyril
Scharf (First Division) secretary.
Representatives had been chosen previously in sectional meetings of each

division.

The results of these elections are as follows:

College Division:

Walter S. V. Curtis, Edward Finan, Adolph Stuhlmueller; First Division:
George Donovan, William Johnson, Cyril Scharf; Second Division: Walter
Staab, Norbert Hellman, Raymond Scheckelhoff; Third Division: Robert

Oberlander, Joseph Murphy, Thomas Ryan; Fourth Division: Thomas Coughlin, Cletus Corbett, Harold Antony.
The society is very strong numerically,

having a total of ninety-four

members distributed throughout all the divisions.
Oratorical Contest

The eighth annual oratorical contest was held at St. Mary
College on the evening of March 22. Six college students competed in this strug&le for the prizes provided by the late Dr. D. G.
Reilly, consisting of $30, $20 and $10 respectively. R. J. Kitsteiner of Cleveland, won the first prize. His subject was, “Are We a Christian Nation?”
The second prize was awarded to Ralph J. Killoran of Lima, who spoke on

“The March of Democracy,” and the third prize was captured by Gulden
Mackmull, of Dayton, whose subject was “The Spirit of Spiritualism.” Mr.
Paul O’Brien, Mr. Emil Kessler and Mr. Walter Curtis were also contestants,

and deserve credit both for the content and delivery of their orations.
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One of the largest assemblages ever attending an oratorical contest held
at the college was present to hear the speakers. And indeed this eighth annual
contest was a decided success.

The subjects spoken upon were original, varied

and intensely interesting, and were delivered in strictly oratorical style. For
this reason the judges encountered considerable difficulty, in choosing the
winners. Those judging the contest were: Rev. Bernard Robers, of Miamisburg, Joseph J. Abel and Arthur E. Leen, Dayton Council No. 500, Knights
of Columbus. The program:
March—“Herculean”
Overture—‘“Inspiration”
Oration—Catholic Education and Good Citizenship...Walter S. Curtis
Oration—Our Attitude Towards Ireland
Emil H. Kessler
Medley Waltz—“Killarney, My Home O’er the Sea”
Oration—The Spirit of Spiritualism
“Spring Song”
Oration—The March of Democrary
Oration—The Need of a Mission Crusade
Reverie—“Apple Blossoms”
DECISION OF JUDGES
Rey. Bernard Robers

-March—“Hostrauser”

Joseph J. Abel

Arthur E. Leen

Paris Chambers
Music by the S. M. C. Orchestra
A. J. STUHLMUELLER.

“The Victim” and
“The Eternal
Light”

Dayton has had proof that the Catholic Art Association
“has produced silent dramas as absorbing as a good detective story and as uplifting as spiritual reading.” Under
the auspices of St. Anthony Parish and through the initiative of its pastor, Rev. Kuenle, the photoplays entitled “The Victim” and “The
Eternal Light” were shown at the Memorial Hall and in the College Auditorium. Each had several performances and was largely attended. The students of the college gladly patronized them. The school children witnessed
each one free of charge. The audiences greatly appreciated these interesting
and instructive films. It is to be hoped that others will imitate the committee

of St. Anthony Parish and do constructive work regarding photo-plays. This
committee realizes that “it is better to fight for the good than to rail at
the ill.”

The following is a clipping from a letter received by the
Rev. President from Brother Michael Schleich, S. M., of
Nivelles, Belgium, through whom the stricken Austrian
Province of the Society of Mary made its appeal for relief to the students and

Austrian
Relief Fund

friends of St. Mary’s:
“T learn from good sources that the students show excellent spirit.

Surely they gave evidence of it in their drive for the Austrian Relief Fund.
They went far beyond all my expectations and deserve the highest praise.

,As to reward we will let that to God who will know best how to compen-
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sate their charity and compassion for the suffering.

The list of contribu-

tors in the Exponent is a veritable roll of honor and of charity.

May

God bless the generous students and friends of St. Mary’s.”
The following contributors still deserve mention:

Charles Wassenich, Sr.,

$1.00; Charles Wassenich, Jr., $1.00; Fred Meade,, $1.00.
Peter’s Pence

The annual collection for the Holy Father was taken up

during the month of February. All of the classes were
represented in the contributions. The total amount given was $138.37. Whilst
every class deserves mention, the Business Department can show the highest

average contribution per student. The average of the First Business. was
31 cents and that of the Second Business 78 cents.
Engineering Notes On March 26, 1920, the Engineering Society held a very
interesting meeting at which several papers were read.

Mr. Mark Thompson gave an illustrated lecture on the “Refining of Copper.”
- The slides shown gave a graphic description of the mines, the method of conveyance of ore and ore-refining in general.
Mr. Adolph Stuhlmueller, deviating a bit from engineering topics, gave
an account of the life of Mr. Woolworth, combining in his speech an account

of the universe business done by the Woolworth chain of stores. It was an
account of the life of a great man, whose life is not only interesting to the
public in general but also to the engineering world. Such men serve as
models for engineers.

Mr. Stuhlmueller deserves a vote of thanks for his

interesting talk.
Mr. E. H. Kessler gave a talk on rubber, in which were outlined briefly
the botanical nature of rubber, its chemical and physical properties, synebitic

rubber and the various uses of rubber. A few slides were shown to illustrate
the talk.
In the near future, the Society hopes to obtain a speaker who has had
much experience in certain fields of work along the engineering line.

E. H. KESSLER.
Senior Business

March 24 was a memorable day for the students of Senior

Business. Mr. William F. Kramer, Mr. George Deis, and
two other gentlemen representing the Reliable Insurance Company of this
city, honored us with their presence, and the first named gave a thorough ex-

planation of the topic under discussion, namely, “Insurance.”
The speaker was introduced by the genial Dean of the Business Department, Bro. William Haebe, and given a hearty thanks by the president of the
class, Mr. Charles Brown.
Mr. Kramer began his discourse by familiarizing us with fire insurance.

He enumerated several of the largest fires in the United States in the last
ten years, the total loss running far into the millions of dollars. He explained
the difference between a mutual and a stock company, showing the advantages

of the former for rural districts and the latter for city property.

He gave an

interesting illustration of co-insurance, and also accident insurance.
After he had concluded his discourse the students placed a number of
queries, which the lecturer answered cheerfully and without hesitation.
:

-
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The students of the Senior Business Class wish to express their sincere

thanks and appreciation to Mr. William Kramer for his delightful and interesting talk, and the students await the opportunity to hear another such genius
of the commercial world as our distinguished visitor.

’

First and
Second High

The boys of the First and Second High classes were given
a surprise on Monday, March 30th when they were taken
to the Botanical Laboratory to assist at a lecture, to supplement the course of History.
Bro. Francis Friedel gave an interesting account of the origin and development of printing, accompanying the talk with several slides of the latest
types of printing presses.

Venice.

‘Then followed a series of pictures of Rome and

Numerous incidents were related to bring out more clearly the his-

tory of the places spoken of.

The views of the beautiful Cathedrals of these cities and the exquisite
architecture developed by the men of the Middle Ages were a marvel to‘all

who saw them.

Not only was the lecture interesting but also instructive.

Much profit as well as enjoyment was derived by all who attended.

EDWARD MAHONEY.
Music Notes

The S. M. C. Student Orchestra played the following proeram at the State Hospital, Dayton, Ohio, March 11, 1920:
Military March, “Salute the Flag’—Allen; San Dunes “My Desert Rose’”—
Gay; Violin Solo, “Berceuse” from Jocelyn—Godard; Mr. Walter Curtis, Mr.

Raymond Kitsteiner at the Piano; Waltz, “Floating Zephyrs”’—Engelmann;
Clarinet Solo, “Melody in

F”’—Rubinstein; Mr. Harold Melia, Mr. William

Frischkorn at the piano; Fox Trot, “Tulip Time”’—Stamper; Trombone Solo,
“The Vision’—Brooks; Mr. Cyril Scharf and Orchestra; March, “The Young

Sentinel”—Engelmann; Trio, “Fluffy Ruffles” and “Jazz-Baby’s Ball’; Saxophone, Mr. Anthony McCarthy; Violin, Mr. Louis Mahrt; Piano, Mr. Wm.
Frischkorn. Part II.
One Step, “Here’s How’—Cobb; Fox Trot, “Dardanella’”—Bernard; Valse Parisienne—Roberts; One Step, “Hassouan”—Cole-

man; Fox Trot, “Smile Dear’—Gebel; Waltz, “Corolina Sunshine’—Schmidt;
popular music by the Student Jazz Band. Finale, “The Star-Spangled Banner.”
The inmates of the hospital seemed to have enjoyed the concert very

much, judging from their attention, smiling countenances and hearty applause
after every number.
R.O.T.C.Notes

The third of the series of monthly competitions by platoons was held on Thursday, March 25th. Great interest
was manifested by all the students and resulted in a very close race. The third
platoon, Company A, Lieut. Swint, commanding, was declared the winner.
Company A also won second place with its second platoon, Lieut. Clendenin,
commanding. The drill was close order drill and showed great improvement
over the former work.

The Model 1903 rifle, the rifle that won all the prizes for the American

Army in the International Shoot in Paris last summer, has been received and
will be issued to the students immediately after the Easter holidays.

It is the

policy of the War Department to arm the R. O. T. C. with the latest model

equipment and it was in line with this policy that the best military rifle at
°
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present manufactured has been furnished. It is hoped to have some target
practicé during April and May and we expect St. Mary to keep up its record of

meeting all comers in any line of sport, and incidentally showing them how
the game is played.
.
The War Department is making great preparations for a successful camp

at Camp Custer this summer. They have announced that the students from
each institution are to be kept together as much as practicable and organized
into squads, platoons and companies as far as the enrollment will permit.
From the advance enrollment it appears that this college is to be well represented and will have at least a platoon at the camp. The attendance is entirely
voluntary ‘but it is hoped that all students who can spare the time will attend.
It will not only advance their military training but will benefit them otherwise.
This month we print a picture of Co. C. Next month will appear Co. A

and the following month Co. B. The following is the roster of Co. C: Capt.
Raymond C. Hieber; Ist Lieut., Arthur Damm; 2nd Lieut., Alfredo Aponte;
Ist Sgt., R. R. Ebelhardt; Sergeants, Piatt, Lander, Seward, Poliquin; Corporals: Brown, C. H., Nolan, Orth, Damm, Al. Paulus, Murray; Privates: Brunner, Comerford, Calhoon, Espinosa, C., Espinosa, E., Fritch, Hahn, Kehl,
Lesher, Mason, Meyers, Ramirez, Weidenhamer, Alvarez, Cogan, Day, Freiria,
Fuentes, Green, Grimes, Hughes, Gross, Kleinmeier, Knoedler, Maag. Maley.
Mercurio, -Munaugh, Murphy, Nariega, O’Meara, J., O’Meara, F., Ostendorf,

Platten, Rosenberger, Ryan, Schlipf, Sweetman and Thobe.
Third Division

On Thursday, March the 18th, the Third Division visited

Uncle Sam’s

extensive aeronautic

testing

plant.

Un-

daunted by the fatigue consequent of their prolonged walk, the youngsters

tirelessly followed their interesting guide as he pointed out and explained the
chief features of McCook Field. What proved to be of special interest was
Major Schroeder’s Le Pere biplane, the one in which he established the unsurpassed altitude record of 36,020 feet. A German Fokker and a Martin
Bomber were also in prominence.
After visiting the various hangars and

machine shops, the Division tired‘but satisfied welcomed a trolley ride back
to the college.
On Thursday, March 25, they took their annual hike to Mt. St. John and

were there shown the beautiful Normal School of the Society of Mary.
3:30 a lunch was served.

At

After that, although foot-sore all wended their way

homeward happily.
WILLARD BRUNSMAN
Second Division

On Thursday, March the 18th, the Second Division took a
short stroll to the Insane Asylum.

They were met there

by Mr. Kendall, one of the superintendents of the place, and shown the various wards and buildings. He explained very minutely the operation of different modern apparatus for cures, and concluded with a brief but interesting talk

on the care bestowed on the other afflicted people of America.
‘At 7 p. m., Thursday, March 25th, the Second Division held their annual
Easter social. Pool tournaments, boxing, wrestling, awarding of monograms
and “booby” prizes, jazz, singing, and a tasty set-up featured in the evening’s

program. A-vote of thanks is due to the committee on arrangements under
the direction of John Boyle, and to Bros. Fred Paff and Charles Kneble.
EK. J.. PELSCHER:
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Distinguished

Professor Talbert

Visitors

Dean Branden of Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, paid an

of the

University

of

Cincinnati,

and

official visit to the Collegiate Department on March 20.

They represented the Ohio Association of Colleges and their visit was in
view of a report to be submitted to this association at its meeting held on

April 2 and 3. After their visit to the college they motored to the Normal
School of the Society of Mary at Mt. St. John. They expressed high regard
for both establishments.

Athletic Notes
Walter S. V. Curtis

Ernest C. Kirschten

VARSITY ATHLETICS
An Appreciation

All interested in athletic doings at S$. M. C. have Mr. Ralph
Wirshing to thank for the well-written and regular news-

paper account of all games taking place on home territory. Mr. Wirshing is
one of S. M. C.’s loyal Alumni, being out for every game, despite weather or
other conditions.

His presence at any game, with pencil and pad, is always

confirmed by the following day’s issue of the city papers, and very few, if
any, moves in the game escape his eye.

.

Since good publicity is an important factor in a team’s success, Alma
Mater wishes to thank you, Ralph, for your generous efforts in behalf of her
athletic undertakings.
With the

Favored by warm, sunny days the baseball season opened

Diamond Men

with a rush. No sooner had Coach Harry Martin issued
the call for candidates and given the preliminary instructions, than cupboards and corners were ransacked to find bats and gloves to
accommodate the sixty fellows that put in their appearance on the campus for
the opening tryout. Among these were a number of last year’s veterans.

Emerick and Hetzel returned to take care of the hurling, with Sacksteder and
Schmitters ready to stop their balls behind the plate. Farley, O’Hearn and
Mayl showed their usual good form in the infield, while Donovan, Summers
and Saunders patrolled the gardens in regular mid-season fashion.

Coach Martin’s biggest task will consist in replacing Sherry’s place at
third and Ohmer’s at first, these two veterans having been lost by graduation.
However, he seemed pleased with Mayl’s performance at first and expects to
develop him into a good first sacker. He likewise seemed pleased with the
way in which a number of the newcomers handled the ball, and anticipates
no trouble in picking a good man to take care of third. From a general survey, the prospects for a successful season are very bright. Moreover, the
realization that an excellent schedule of games is ahead of them, will undoubtedly cause keen competition and a lot of good work. The schedule:
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Although circumstances prevented a meeting of candidates

up to the time of our going to press, much interest is
being shown in this line and work under the new coach, Mr. L. Gibson, will
start April 10, when’all are back from the vacation.

Negotiations are now almost completed for a meet with Otterbein at
Westerville and one with Wilmington at Dayton.
St. Mary—21

The closeness of the score was the only thing that pre-

St. Xavier—14

vented the St. Mary-St. Xavier game from being a drag

upon the large crowd at the South Park gym when the
locals triumphed over the visiting clan by a score of 21 to 14.
It was only a spurt in the last few minutes of the game that enabled the

red and blue athletes to forge ahead far enough to gain anything like a comfortable margin over their opponents.
It was the second win of. the season for the local lads over the tribe from
Cincinnati, Solly and his gang having invaded the Queen City several weeks
ago and come away with the long end of the score.
The game was a rather poor exhibition of the court pastime, the floor
work of both teams being slow and ragged, while the basket tossing, especially that of the local Saints, being way off color.
The locals got away in the lead when Matusoff caged one shortly after
the contest started.

This ringer was followed by one by Bobby O’Hearn

before Hart came through with one for the visitors. The locals were leading 9 to 4 at one time in this period but shortly before the half ended the
visitors spurted and crawled up close, the score standing 9 to 8 when the half
ended.
In the second period the game was nip and tuck for quite awhile, but the
locals finally hit their stride and some pretty baskets by Matusoff, O’Hearn
and Manchester put them in the lead by seven points.
-

Matusoff garnered four baskets for his share in the evening’s work, while
O’Hearn picked up three.
Manchester also broke in with two ringers.
“Rookie” Summers did some great defensive work and a great part of the
credit for the win goes to the captain.
Hart was high scorer for the visitors with four loopers but Grause was
not far behind him contributing three. The lineup:
St. Mary (21)
O’Hearn
Matusofft
Hochwalt
Summers
Manchester

:
:
;
:
;

St. Xavier (14)
Eberts
Hart
Grause
Bien
Neppenberger
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Field Goals—St. Mary:

Hart 4, Grause 3.
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Matusoff 4, O’Hearn 3, Manchester 2; St. Xavier:

Foul goals—St. Mary: O’Hearn 3 out of 7; St. Xavier:

Neppenberger, none out of 6; Hart, none out of 4.
halves—20 minutes each. Substitutions—St. Xavier:

Referee—Fleat. Time of
Oberschmidt for Grause,

St. Mary—9
Alumni—30

Facing odds that were too great for them to overcome, the
St. Mary varsity five was forced to bow in defeat to the
Alumni team on the college court, the score reading 30 to
9 when the final whistle sounded.
Not without a plucky fight did the present wearers of the red and blue
accept the small end of the count, but it was the greater experience of the

older players that caused the youngsters to taste defeat.
The Old Boys proved without a doubt that the passing of several years

has not slowed them up nor taken from them their ability to flip the sphere
through the net when given half a chance.
The game was an exhibition of how the great winter sport should be
played. The passwork of masters at the game, with all its side-stepping,
.
ducking and twisting was in evidence at all times while the basket shooting
of the Alumni team was pretty to watch.
No shot no matter how difficult the angle, nor how far from the basket

it was started, seemed to be too hard for the boys who in former years made
basketball history at St. Mary’s.
“Babe” Zimmerman was the same old “Babe” dropping them through the
net with an ease that made it look as though he was not half trying. Harry
Solimano at center also did some great work. “Solly,” as in days past, seemed
to get around the floor with the least amount of effort possible but was always
at the right place at the right time.
The Sacksteder brothers, Hugh at forward and Norb at guard, were
always in the thick of the fray. Al Mahrt was unable to play and Bill Varley

who took his place, put up a whirlwind game, and his defensive play went a
jong way in holding the Varsity to such a low score.

The Saints started out in great fashion and three sensational ringers by
Matusoff and a foul by O’Hearn gave them a comfortable margin on which to
work. However, the Alumni soon began to locate the net and when the half
was ended, were leading by a score of 19 to 7.
The Old Boys did some great work in the second period, scoring 11

points while holding the varsity to a single field goal throughout the 20
minutes of play.

Zimmerman with his’seven field goals scored more than

enough points to defeat the Saints.
For the Varsity, Summers and Matusoff did the best work. “Rookie”
was in the thick of the battle from start to finish and his defensive play was
on a par with any that has been shown on the South Park court this year.
Matty was also in evidence at all times and scored six of the team’s nine
points.

St. Mary (9)
O’Hearn
Matusoff
Hochwalt
Summers
Manchester

.
:
:
:

Alumni (30)
H. Sacksteder
Zimmerman
Solimano
N. Sacksteder
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Substitutions for Alumni—Barlow for Solimano; J. Mahrt for N. Sacksteder. Scoring for Alumni: Field goals—Zimmerman, 7; H. Sacksteder, 3;
Solimano, 2; N. Sacksteder, 1. Foul goals—Zimmerman, 4 out of 7. Scoring

for St. Mary:
i out of 4.

Field goals—Matusoff, 3; Manchester, 1.

Referee—Fleat.

St. Mary—13
Cadets—34
the original

Foul goals—O’Hearn,

Time of halves—20 minutes each.

Tom Powers, an alumnus of S. M. C., has the following
to say on the annual charity tilt at St. Mary’s: “Basketball fans were carried back to the days of 1909-713, when
Cadets,

captained by Father Al

Schumacher defeated the

St.

Mary College five 34 to 13, in the annual benefit game for the Christ Child
Society.
“It was eleven years ago that Father O’Maley organized the Cadet team,
composed of Hugh Sacksteder and Zimmerman, forwards; Schumacher, center, and Mahrt and Baker guards. For six years this outfit made basketball

history in this part of the country and were almost national champs when
the lineup was broken by the departure of Schumacher in 1913.

“In the tilt against the Saint Varsity, the old crowd showed that, while
lacking some of their former speed, they still retained the eagle eye for the
hoop and all the tricks of the game that carried them far in former days.
They gave a brilliant exhibition of passing and looped in shots that the
youngsters were unable to equal.
“About the middle of the first half, Schumacher retired and his place was
taken by Norb Sacksteder, the first recruit to the original team. ‘Saxy’ put
new speed into the team and by the end of the first period they were far in
the lead of the varsity. ‘Shuey’ was again at center when the final period
started with Martin Kuntz succeeding Hugh Sacksteder and Varley, Al Mahrt.
This combination held their own and added a few baskets to the total willed
them by the players of the first half.
“For the Varsity O’Hearn, Summers, Matusoff and Mayl played well but

were unable to fathom the attack of their predecessors on the college court.
Harry Solimano, who coached

the first Cadet team and also the present

Varsity, helped his old pupils in their practice and then directed the youthful stars in the battle.
“The college gym was packed to the doors and the enthusiasm was the

greatest shown, locally, since the Cadets were in their prime. The Christ
Child Society realized a neat sum for their work among the poor of the city.”
The lineup and summary:
St. Mary (13)
O’Hearn
Matusoff
Hochwalt
Supenski

:

;

Cadets (34)
H. Sacksteder
Zimmerman
Schumacher
Baker

Manchester

;

Mahrt

:
3

Scoring for Cadets—Field goals; Zimmerman 7, Kuntz 3, H. Sacksteder
2, Baker 2, Norb Sacksteder 1, Mahrt 1. Foul goals: Schumacher 1 out of 3,
Zimmerman 1 out of 1.

Scoring for St. Mary—Field goals: Matusoff 2, O’Hearn 2, Mayl 1,
Summers 1. Foul goals: O’Hearn 1 out of 4. Referee: Fleat. Time of
halves: 20 minutes.
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Substitutions for Cadets—N. Sacksteder for Schumacher, Varley for
Mahrt, Kuntz for H. Sacksteder.
Substitutions for St. Mary—Mayl for Hochwalt.
HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS
Giving the Season
If there were any doubt about the pill-tossing abilities
- the “Once Over”
of the young Saints it was dispelled by the wonderful
showing they made in the last two games on their card.
They ended their season with practically a clean slate, when they took Columbus East and St. Raphael High down the line by overwhelming scores.
The record of the Red and Blue is about the best of any free-lance High
School team in the state, and entitles them to share honors with Stivers, the

association champs.
The St. Mary High quintet owes its success to the teamwork which made
possible their clever passwork and air-tight guarding.
Every man on the
sguad was an ideal one for his position. “Gene” Mayl, at center, outjumped
almost all his opponents and was always in the right place to cage the pill.

The guarding of Capt. Supenski, and his running-mate, Sacksteder, was one
of the most remarkable features of the team’s play; while Roy Boggan and

Billy Scales proved a wonderful pair of forwards. The latter proved himself
to be an able little general when it came to signals. Too much credit for
the Saints’ success cannot be given to “Solly,” their able and popular coach.
The °19-’20 record:
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Total 131

Individual Scoring: Mayl 56, Boggan 54, Sacksteder 23, Scales 23, Amersbach 15, Scharf 11, Supenski 7, Johnson 3, Reilly 3, Miles. Fouls: Sacksteder
13;-Mayl 6, Scales 2.

Baseball Dope

Having gained a fair share of the season’s football and
basketball laurels the Saints are now preparing to take
up the campaign for diamond honors. Quite a bit of promising material turned
out at the call of Coach Hartry Martin, for High School Baseball players.
With Scharf and Sack, two veteran pitchers; Puig and Quinlan behind the

plate; Cumerford, Boggan, Scales and Meredith in the infield and Supenski,
Sullivan and Grote in the garden, and with his Big League experience, the
coach should be able to turn out aenine capable of coping with the schedule,

which brings several strong teams, including our old rivals, Aquinas, to
Dayton. The schedule:
April 22—Urbana High at

Dayton.

April 29—Xenia High at Xenia.
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May 6—Xenia High at Dayton.
May 13—Aquinas College at Dayton.
May 20—Miamisburg High at Dayton.
May 27—Catholic High of Hamilton at Dayton, or Miami Military Insti-

tute at Germantown.
June 3—St., Xavier at Dayton or Richmond High at Dayton.
Columbus East—14
St. Mary High—75
in Solly’s Saints.

East High of Columbus, “Chick” Harley’s Alma Mater,
sent a team to Dayton that had seen things pretty well
its own way on the court. However, they struck a snag
The Red and Blue scoring machine worked perfectly. Mayl

got the jump on his opponent and fast and clean passwork saw most every
play that Scales called for, crowned with a basket, despite the efforts of the
Columbus guards. The Saints counted 13 ringers before the visitors broke

through for a tally. The fast work of our fellows swept them off their feet
and the first half ended with the score 53 to 7, in our favor. Solly sent a few
of the subs to the floor in the final period, and this combined with the fact
that the Columbus lads started to hit their stride, considerably slowed down

the St. Mary scoring machine. A remarkable exhibition of guarding was
staged by “Soup” and “Saxy” in this half. Sammy Fleat’s whistle stopped
the contest when the score stood 75 to 14.
Boggan was high man for the Saints. with 12 baskets, while “Gene” Mayl
got eleven.
best man.

Boyd scored 8 points for East, and seemed to be Coach Strong’s

St. Raphael—10
The St. Mary High pill-tossers completely outclassed St.
St. Mary High—78 Raphael’s High at Springfield, in the season’s last game,
although their basket-shooting was far off color, and they
were not used to the floor. The Saints started with a rush and caged the

ball ten times in rapid succession before the locals broke through for a ringer.
Smooth passwork made it 34-8 at half-time. In the second period the Red
and Blue increased their pace and rang up 44 points to St. Raphael’s 2.

The

final score was 78-10.
Mayl with 28 points to his credit was the Saints’ brightest sparkler;
Boggan, playing before his home town crowd, and Billy Scales rang up 8
ringers each; Scharf got four baskets, while Captain Supenski, Amersbach and

Johnson each got two. Laub, at guard, with one basket to his credit was the
Springfielders’ best in ,the line of basketball talent, although Robinson and
Smith rang up two apiece.

DIVISION ATHLETICS
With the basketball season over the Juniors have turned
their attention to baseball. R.A. Seward, who has been
chosen coach of this year’s baseball team, promises a successful season. The

Juniors

initial practice took place March 21. Forty candidates answered the call. Of
this number “Bob” has succeeded in choosing a team that will uphold the

past records of the Juniors.
Captain Burdick will be found at first, Geis and Chester at the keystone,
and Kohle and Hellman at third. Tomas, last year’s star, will perform at

short. Doppes will take his old place on the slab with Schulte and Aldrich
behind the plate. Bell, Murphy, Mahoney, Corbett. Espinosa and Hackett
will take care of the garden.
CHARLES MEYERS:
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Thirty candidates responded to the call sent out by Coach

ball season.

“Pete” Boggan for the initial try-out for the coming base“Pete” has had the youngsters hustling the past week or so, and

has rounded out a squad that ought to give a good account of itself.

With

Williams and Fetter on the mound and Frick and Ryan at the receiving end,
the Preps have batteries on which they can fully rely. The infield also presents a formidable array of good material. Breen will be seen on the initial
sack, McBride at second, Bach at short and Saunders at the hot corner. In
the field are such stars as Mercurio, Price, Knechtges and Butler. Among the

teams to be encountered during the ensuing season will be the following:
Reds, Marions, Saxons, Piqua, Nine of Diamonds (First High-B), and Junior
Seconds.
WILLARD BRUNSMAN.
Minims

The Fourth Division will again be found on the diamond
this year with perhaps one of the strongest nines in its

history.

Under the able tutelage of their coach, Brother Nicholas Beyer, S.

M., the Minims are cracked for a very successful season of the National
Pastime. They will line up as follows: O’Donnell and Corbett, pitch; Captain Happer, catch; Freiria, first; Gough, second; Antony, third; Macklin,
short; Wessel, left; Coughlin, right; Lukaswitz and Carlin, center. A tentative

schedule has been worked out including the S. M. C. Elementary, Holy Trinity and Holy Angels.
CLETUS CORBETT.
WITH THE DAY STUDENTS
The S. M. C. Preps suffered their first and only defeat of
the season at the hands of the strong Celt quintet of
Second High-A and. B by the score of 37 to 12. ‘The game proved to be a
hummer from the very start and both teams put in their best licks to annex
Celts

the bacon.

Henne drew the first blood by dropping one in from a rather

difficult angle. Sherman, however, evened up affairs for the Celts by a close
shot right below the basket. A foul was then called and missed but “Vinc”
Koepnick was there to tap it in for two, putting the Celts in the running. It
was not long, however, before Freiria tied the score with a fielder. The Celts
now broke loose uncovering brilliant passwork which for the rest of the en-

counter well-nigh bewildered the plucky Prep Five.
In a preliminary to the St. Mary-St. Xavier fray, the Celts had little trou-

ble in trouncing their old rivals, the Marions, by the score of 42-11. Reilly
was the big noise for the Green and White with ten fielders to his credit.
As a reward for their earnest and successful endeavors during the court
season, the following players were awarded arm bars: Captain Mahrt, Koepnick, Sherman, Reilly, Kohl, Gilfoil, Federer, and Doyle.

JOSEPH BENDER.

YEA, WHO SAID IT?
“Failed in physics, flunked in math.”
I heard him softly hiss,
“T’d like to spot the guy that said
That ignorance is bliss.”
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Brick-Bats and Bingles
HOW ABOUT IT, J. RUSSELL?
Jack said my face was a poem.”
“Tt is, dear, like one of Browning’s.”
“How do you mean?”

“Some of the lines are as deep.”
WHAT SHALL IT PROFIT A PROF.?
‘It must be confessed,” remarked Ollie Pecord,
are the only things that haven’t gone up lately

“that the mid-year marks

YEA, VERILY, SEE D. HERBERT ABOUT THIS ONE
Epictetus: ‘What sayest thou, Plato, of the egg omelet?”
Plato: ‘Ah, Epictetuss, E. Pluribus Unum.”
JOHN COULDN’T SLIP OUT THAT NIGHT
“I’m awfully sorry, Miss Thorpe,” drawled Halpin, “that I forgot your
party last Friday night.”
“Oh,” remarked Miss Thorpe, innocently, “wern’t you there?”
Thompson:
about?”
Summers:

“How could Hoyle learn so many card games to write
“I guess he went to St. Mary’s.”

W.S. V. C. IS LEARNING
Deihi ar =

S Say, Curtis,
i when you sing, why do you leave out all of your h’s?”

Curtis: “Because you know in music there are no h’s.
then begin over again.”

Holscher:

You go up to 5S:
g

BE MORE EXPLICIT, JOE
“Brother, have you any current literature?”

Prof., E. E.:

“Why yes,

I have one book here on direct current and two

on alternating current; will that be sufficient?”
Sanchez:

Espinosa:

“Millmon’s best girl must have gone back on him yesterday

“Why?”

Sanchez: “He walked past five mirrors this morning without stopping
once to fix his tie.”

PRE-MEDICS, ATTENTION!
Expert Fizz-ician wanted at the new Arcade Dining Hall

THE S.M. C. EXPONENT
THE STUDENT LAMP
What will we do with the
student lamp?
A most perplexing problem when the desk-top
is requisitioned for a photographic
gallery of flames that burn but do
not illuminate. The lamp then assumes gigantic proportions.
In a
similar predicament is the young
hopeful who tries to burn the midnight oil while the hall prefect is

making his rounds at 10 p. m.

A

most perplexing problem, and we
haven’t solved it yet.
Battling Murphy and Wild-cat
Herrara are «still lookime for Fa
manager.
However, if none applies they will
draw up their
schedule of scraps themselves all

of

which

Chemical

will

be

held

in

the

Lab.

Note: Crowley took a trip to
the “Big City” during the Easter
vacation. Did they serve Mayonnaise salad in the Dining Car, Al?

BETTER GO BACK TO THE NAVY, “GOB”
Mack: ‘“‘Hey, Gob, I hear you are learning to dance.”
Farren: “Yes, | went to my first one last night.”
Mack: “How did you get along?”
Farren: “Oh, pretty well, only I couldn't quite understand my friend’s
remark.”
Mack: What did she say?”
Farren: ‘She said she had always heard that three feet make a yard but
she believed three of mine would make a barnyard.”
Mack: -{OR!?

THOMPSON KNOWS
One day up in the Freshman laboratory there was an unusual explosion.

The building shook, while the Juniors and Sophomores came running in’from
the adjoining laboratory only to see one of the freshmen more scared than
hurt.
Thompson: “Hey, you roughneck, what are you trying to pull off now?”
The Injured Fresh: “Oh, nothing much; Bro. Matt gave me gunpowder
instead of powdered charcoal.”
.
Thompson: “You better keep it guiet or he will soak you another four

pits.”

Ss. M. C. EXPONENT

RELIEF IN SIGHT
It

isn’t

toothache

and

it

isn’t

gum.

It might possibly be “Red Horse”: they say
What we do

ya

know is that a very promising M. E. of ’22
is bending all his energies towards the perfection of a portable cuspidor. Place your
order at once, Engineers, the supply is
limited.

be

UO

LLY

it has quite a vogue again.

Yackley:

“Why

do you call

her the

‘silent Belle?”
Kessler:
“Because
she never told.”

I

kissed

her

and

MERE MAN
Man is somewhat like a sausage,
Very smooth upon the skin:

But you cannot tell exactly
How much hog there is within.

GRIESMER’S SPECIAL FOR THIS MONTH
“They say you play a harp when you get to heaven, but who wants to

play a harp all day?”
fo
HEARD AT THE ARCADE DINING HALL
Stech:

Bobby:

“So this is a cheese sandwich: where’s the cheese?”

“Say, kid, did you ever see a cottage in cottage cheese?”

Von Koenel:

“Judge sold himself this morning.”

OBrien. How owas: thate”
Von Koenel: “He blew the suds off his soda.”
Chubby: “You’re not superstitious, are you, Web?”
Web: “No, why?”

Chubby:

“Fine, lend me thirteen cents.”

Home Phone 2688

Bell East 2800

The Dayton Lumber and

Manufacturing Co.
LUMBER
LATH AND SHINGLES
Manufacturers of

Doors, Sash, Blinds and All Kinds of Mill Work

Store Your Goods with Us—
Track facilities on the Pennsylvania Railroad and in direct connection with all other roads leading into Cincinnati.
Capacity 1,000,000 cubic feet

The Cincinnati Ice Mfg. & Cold Storage Co,

ones asl ON

THE LEADING COLD STORAGE OF THE MIDDLE WEST

TELEPHONES:

5
Ganal 2173
§Orders Only

ce anecdotes”

417 E. Court Sreet

CINCINNATI, OHIO

When in need of new Glasses or
repairs are necessary on the

old glasses, visit

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

Chicago Packing House Products
C. N. STEMPER, Wholesale Distributor

CHOICE CUTS from assortment of World’s Biggest Packers.
NO MEATS REHANDLED

Packing house Refrigeration Direct to You.

Libby’s California Canned Fruits
Canned Meats, Pickles and Condiments
Swift & Company’s Soap Stock, Chips,
Soda and Toilet Soap
Home 13738—PHONES—Bell Main 2898

P. O. Box 607

Ofice— PHILLIPS HOTEL

THE HOMESTEAD
Loan and Savings Ass’n
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5%
Paid on Deposits
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Assets $1,900,000.00

FENG’ $115,000.00
“SAVE BY MAIL’’
We Solicit Your Inquiry
0. F. DAVISSON, Secretary

ELLIS J. FINKE, Ass’t Secretary

7th Floor U. B. Building
Just say—‘Exponent’ and please our advertisers

Dayton, Ohio

A GOOD WORD—
Is Heard on Every Side About our “Sepia Portraits”

The Leeser Studto
Suecessors to the Bowersox Studio

137 Canby Building

Dayton, Ohio

Graduation Photographs!
NONE BETTER
ACY:

SMITH BROS.
18 East Fourth Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
Pleases the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.

Robert Colburn |Ben Westbrock
THE POPULAR

UNDERTAKER
718 South Wayne Ave.

Barber

Weddings and Funerals

Auto Equipment for
Extensive limousine serviee for weddings
Office Phones:

Union Avenue and Brown Street

Home—2485
Bell—E 485

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Res. Phones:

Home—4142
Bell—E2075

Home Phone 3441

Bell Main 441
Bell Main 835

The Red Wing Corporation Co.

“‘Red Wing’’ Ice Cream
EAT

Laurel Batter Crachers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

W. J. Sherer Company
25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893

Sntartos Barerators |
Léouard B. Witte

Jos. H. Tegenkamp

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
Dealers in

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Ete.

Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,

Charcoal, Tapers, Etc.
411 E. Fifth St.

Mission Supplies.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

Just say—‘Exponent’ and please our advertisers

The F. A. Requarth Co. |
MILL WORK, LUMBER
and BUILDING MATERIAL
Monument Ave. and Sears St.

Both Phones

FOR

61 Floor Varnish and Colors
Anchor Paints
WALL PAPER—LINOLEUM—WINDOW SHADES

Both Phones

412-418 Wayne Avenue

YES—There is a big difference in MEATS

INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO. :
BEST BY TEST

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef —
Veal and Hotel Cuts, High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE
BOTH PHONES

1004-1006 E. Fifth St.
BRANCH

East Springfield Street
PACKING HOUSE

Tust say—‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers

Coliars, Neckwear, Caps, Hosiery, Spring Suits

Dry Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing—A Specialty
GOODS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED BY

J. YASSALOVSKY
Home 2636

Warren and Brown

Bell Main 169

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

“The Strand”
Russia. Calf Oxford

=

=

0-02.

$6.48

7—~, “KINNEY’S”
114 E. Fourth Street

68 STORES

FOUR BIG FACTORIES

AS THOUSANDS HAVE MADE
Olt’s Superba and Vita Cream
Their favorites among Malt Beverages—

OLT’S
ROOT BEER
PROVE ITS POPULARITY BECAUSE OF ITS
SUPERB QUALITY

“The Taste Tells the Tale’’

Electrical
Appliances aud Supplies
Of First Quality

Keep in mind for Painting Time

Anchor Paint
WISDOM

Wn

@ ‘iano
st
Electric Co
DAYTON, OHIO

Bernhard Bros.
For

C

Blends Ganlis

SELECTS

IT

WEATHER SELECTS IT

The Irvin, Jewel & Vinson Co.
17 East Third St.

Near Main

THE

John T. Barlow Co.

Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.

Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You

Wholesale

cannot afford to pass us by when

DRY GOODS
and NOTIONS

in the market.

Ask your grocer.

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts., Dayton, Ohio

Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio

Cut Glass, Clocks
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
The store that gives highest values at lowest prices
CALL AND BE CONVINCED

F.G. MEYER

9 East Fifth Street

Say Boys
HOW ABOUT YOUR

Graduation Suit and Fixings
WE CAN PLEASE YOU, GIVE US A CALL

HOLLENCAMP’S
South Jefferson Street

47 Years in Business

@ 0-0-0: 0--- ae -

Near Market

oo

QUALITY

SERVICE

RUBBER STAMPS
Metal Checks
Engraving

Seals
Badges
Stencils

The Dayton Stencil Works Co.
115 E. Second Street

Bell Phone Main 5364

DAYTON, OHIO

@.e--0--0--0--8- o-0

HARRY SCHMITZ

te

LOUIS RAUSCH, Bell Main 1429

Home 4839

HOME PHONE 5666

Albert Pretzinger
TheSSP Baker y

Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS

Bread and Fancy Cakes
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building

1211 Xenia Avenue

DAYTON, OHIO

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

HOMES
q It is easier to buy or build a

home, and more people own
homes in Dayton, than in
almost any other city.
This is made

possible by

the Building Associations.

Fidelity Building Association
Fidelity Medical Building
— Main Street at Fifth

The Reynolds & Reynolds G0,
Manufacturers

TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
STENOGRAPHERS’
NOTE BOOKS
PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS
OF ALL KINDS

DayTOon, OHIO

The John A. Murphy Go,
COAL
ASHLAND SOLVAY
COKE
The fuel without a fault

‘Main Office, 227 S. Wilkinson St.

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER TO ANY PART OF CITY
FREE OF CHARGE
Home Phone 4439

Bell Phone Main 8562

SACHS SHOE HOSPITAL
H. S. SACHS, Proprietor

For Quality Shoe Repairing at
NO HIGHER PRICES
PROMPT SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY
109 South Jefferson Street

Dayton, Ohio

Builders’
Hardware

Lewis Kette
Will E. Kette

Home Phone 2700
Bell Main 700

ARETTE BROS.
CANDIES

A SPECIALTY

Fruits, Syrups and Specialties

Lawn Mowers
Lawn Rollers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors

17 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

DAYTON, OHIO

and Windows

Chicken

The W. L. Adamson Go,

Netting
and

Fly Screen

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

LEONARD REFRIGERATORS
TOOLS AND CUTLERY

THE 6. W. TISCHER COMPANY
34 N. Main St.

444 East Third Street

Dayton, Ohio

DAYTON, OHIO
Bell 888

Compliments
of a
Friend

Home 8828

Frank C. Clemens
Successor to McDermott & Clemens

SANITARY
PLUMBING
Gas Fitting and Hot Water Heating
28 North Jefferson Street

Prompt Service—Estimates Cheerfully Given

tee DRINK THAT<HITS THE :SPOL

ces Hynest Quality ~»
"> Blend A Coffee ~*
THE JANSZEN GROCERY Co.
Bell Phone Main 832

Connects all Departments

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Sts.
101 to 117 East Second Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

A National is a force for good
It stops temptation.
It stops waste.

It stops mistakes.
It protects merchants.
It protects clerks.
It protects customers.
*

It saves time.

It saves money.
It saves labor.

A modern National is a business necessity
The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Offices in all the principal cities of the world

The Westerfield
Pharmacal Company

A. C. Giambrone
WHOLESALE
FRUITS

CHEMICALS
AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Bell Phone East 2472

25 EAST SECOND STREET

112 COMMERCIAL STREET

Bell 2632

Home 11573

C. C. Young's
Cleaning—Pressing
Repairing

South End
Haberdasher
E. J. STOECKLEIN
High Class Line of

GENTS
FURNISHINGS

Ep. MERKLE, Mgr.

1217 S. Brown St.

1078 S: Brown St.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

DAYTON, OHIO

This Magazine 1s Our Product

The J. C. Ely Printing Co.
205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET

The ROEHLL
Grocery and Provision Co.
14 Home Stores in Dayton

CIGARS

SOFT DRINKS
Home 3352

Sweeney's Delicatessen
THE HOME OF THE GOODIES

Open Sundays and Evenings

South End Pharmacy
DRUGS
CIGARS—SODAS
FILMS

1215 South Brown Sts.

B. A. Railfon Go,
WHOLESALE
GROCERS

COFFEE ROASTERS — IMPORTERS
MANUFACTURERS
TELEPHONES:

PRIVATE EXCHANGE

ALL DEPARTMENTS
Superior 7970
CORNER BROWN AND WOODLAND AvE.

373-405 West Erie Street
Chicago, IIl.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Clark’s Barber Shop|

PHILIP PAUL
Electrical

|

Shoe Repairing
|

NEATLY DONE
‘‘The’’ place for the college man

13 W. Fifth St.

DAYTON, OHIO| 1232s. Brown St.

Dayton, Ohio

DALLS CANDY
Is used by the S. M. C. 800
Get Good Shoes and You’ll Be Safe
You can’t save money on shoes, unless the shoes are good.
Even high prices on high quality would be better than low
prices on poor quality.
In Walk-Over Shoes you always get quality, plus dependable
leathers, service giving construction, solid comfort and good

styles.

cy
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Bell Main 5536

KEHNM’S

WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
39 S. Main Street

Established 1863

;

Home Phone 454C

ALBERT A. VAUBEL
Furnaces
SLATE, IRON, TIN and COMPOSITION ROOFING
. REPAIRS FOR ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
SPOUTING and SHEET METAL WORK

Repairing of All Kinds a Specialty
242 Oak Street

Dayton, Ohio
Just say—‘Exponent’”’ and please our advertisers

Store or Factory.
Our business is to install wiring
for power and lighting fixtures.
We give prompt attention to repair work.
Phone Main
387, Home 2387.

A. M. J. Gibbons
Electric Shop
4 and 234 GIBBONS ARCADE

Crystal and Thor
Washing Machines
Hotpoint Appliances

The Dayton Blue Print & Supply Co.
DRAWING MATERIALS
Supplies for Architects, Artists, Engineers, Surveyors
Tee Squares, Angles, Protractors, Scales, Slide Rules

Waterproof Inks, Drawing Instruments

BELL MAIN 358, 357
36 S. Jefferson Street

DAYTON, OHIO

PATERSON SIX
The Patterson 5and 7 passenger cars are well designed.Roominess and riding comfort are
assured by the large tonneau and the 58 inch semi

eliptic springs.
' An ideal car for city use and touring.

F. J. Miller & Son
COR. S. MAIN AND APPLE STS.

—

Bell Phone Main 9538

|

Hollencamps
SODA
In All Assorted Flavors and the Very Best
Just phone us what you want and
we will deliver to you

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”
== AND

“Dark Cream”
Vale

REFRES HING

The Hollencamp Products Co.
Bell Main 433

PHONES

Just say—‘Exponent’” and please our advertisers

Home 2433

=/netropolitan®
J.H.Margolis. Pres.

QualityCorner

t Fourth
Lisdlow

Ohio's Greatest woke

. Clothes -

fellows :

Copyright 1920, The House of Kuppenheimer

In the well dressed circles
you will often hear Metropolitan
clothes praised.

Their clever style line

and superb fit meet
approval to a ‘‘dot.”’

the college man’s

Especially in mind for you students of St.
Marys we have special Blue Beauty Suits
—feature values at a feature price,

$55
Youthful snappy models all.

Other smart suits $35, $3744, $40 and up
to $85.

